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Dear Israelite Reader,

Refutation of Post-
Tribulation Millennialism

There is a commonly held view of Biblical
prophecy, which assigns a “millennial
reign of Christ” to the period just after

the judgment of the Beast and the False Prophet
of Rev. 19.  However, this view has many
serious problems.  The first problem with this
view is that the verses in question do not say
“millennial reign of Christ.”  That is an interpo-
lation of the verse, not a direct quotation. Yet,
this is what almost everyone believes the verse
says!   Second, there is no Scriptural second
witness for a “millennial reign of Christ” after
the Judgment Day.  There is no other verse in
Scripture that even remotely says anything about
an interruption of Christ’s reign on earth after
the Day of Judgment, after a supposed thousand
years of peace.  The third problem with this view
is that it is an interpretation of Rev. 20 that
conflicts with virtually every other prophetic
statement about the Judgment Day and its after
effects.  Fourth, Rev. 20 does not suggest that
this millennium will be a peaceful one.  That is
another assumption made by the advocates of
this view.

Contrary to the idea that there will be a thousand
year interruption to the judgment of all, II Esdras
6:18-20 states, “The time draws near when I
shall come to judge the earth’s inhabitants, the

time I shall enquire into the wickedness of
wrongdoers, the time when Zion’s humiliation
will be over, the time when a seal will be set on
the age about to pass away…and all will see my
judgment at the same moment.”

Daniel 12:1-3 states, “At that time will appear
Michael, the great captain, who stands guarding
your fellow countrymen; and there will be a
period of anguish, such as has never been known
ever since they became a nation till that moment.
But at that time your people will be delivered,
everyone whose name is entered in the book:
Many of those who sleep in the dust of the earth
will awake, some to everlasting life and some to
the reproach of eternal abhorrence.” – Revised
English Bible.

There is no indication of a thousand year respite
for the evil one in any verse of Scripture.   Suffice
it to say that the Post-Trib Millennial view
(hereinafter abbreviated to PTM) is based on two
things: 1.) a serious lack of corroborative Scrip-
tural evidence and 2.) a lack of historical context.
I hope to explain both of these problems in some
detail.

The Historical Context of Rev. 19 & 20.

One of the more serious problems for PTM is
that its proponents cannot identify any of the
players in the End Time scenario of Rev. 19 &
20.  Consequently, PTM is a view that grasps at
straws, each straw being, at best, speculative
imagination.  I encourage the reader to read my
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essay, “Revelation Unfolded, Part 1,” which
contains a thorough explanation of Biblical
symbolism, (located at www.anglo-
saxonisrael.com ).  The vast majority of Judeo-
Christian interpreters of Scriptural prophecy fail
to adhere to the Bible’s own symbolism.  Lack-
ing both historical context and a knowledge of
Biblical symbolism, they throw out wild guesses
as if they were indisputable doctrine!  In this
manner, they lead millions of Christians astray
with false hopes and expectations.  Here is a list
of symbols and their meanings, from RU1.

Biblical Symbols The Book of Revelation is
filled with symbolic images... Some of the sym-
bols that we meet in this prophetic book are
explained by the angels that are providing John
with his visions. Those symbols that are not
explained within the text of the book of
Revelation can be found in other parts of the
Bible, both Old and New Testament.  Here is
a partial list of these symbols and their usual
meanings:   Sea = peoples and nations. River =
movement of peoples and nations, migration.
Mountain = government, major kingdom. Sun =
Yahweh, Yahshua, King, Most High God. Moon
= ecclesiastical authority (reflects the sun.)
Crown = dominion. Stars = tribes. Horns =
lesser kingdoms. Earth = Israelite nations,
nations surrounded by seas (other nations).
Earthquake = social upheaval. Seals = myster-
ies. Trumpets = wars. Song = teaching, Gospel.
Day = exactly one year.  Month = exactly thirty
years.

This is a short list of symbols.  Another impor-
tant symbol is the Olive Tree, which represents
the people of True Israel.  Since the Judeo-
Christians display an appalling lack of under-
standing of these symbols, their interpretations
of prophecy are mere guesswork.  Hence, their
speculations regarding PTM can be demonstrat-
ed to be based on a woeful lack of Biblical
discernment.

Misidentifying Israel

Even more problematic is the Judeo-Christian
assumption that the Jewish people are Israel.
Since the Jews are not even Shemites, let alone
Israelites or Judahites, there is no way that
Judeo-Christian interpretations of prophecy can
be accurate.  If you falsely equate the relatives
of  Mayer Amschel Rothschild with those of
Jesus Christ, you cannot possibly understand the

Bible, let alone prophecy. It’s like confusing
Little Red Riding Hood with the wolf!  I wish I
were making this up, but the Jews have invested
trillions of dollars and millennia of man-hours
re-inventing themselves as the Israel of the Bible.
See Rev. 2:9, 3:9 and 12:9.

Identifying the Beast and the False Prophet

Rev. 17 & 18 talk about the last and final beast
of the 8 Beasts of Revelation.  Critical scholar-
ship has identified the first six as 1.) Egypt, 2.)
Assyria, 3.) Babylon, 4.) Medo-Persia, 5.)
Greece, 6.) Rome.  At this point, non-Identity
scholarship gets lost.  From RU1, you will
understand that #7 is Napoleon and that #8 is
Mystery Babylon, the globalist empire of mer-
chant bankers, headed by the House of Roth-
schild.  Read Rev. 17 & 18, and this merchant
empire will become quite obvious.  We are
witnessing the judgment of this Beast as we

speak.

I have identified the
False Prophet with
Judeo-Christianity, the
very Apostasy prophe-
sied by Paul in II
Thess. 2.  These are the
correct identifications
of the Beast and False
Prophet of Rev. 19.

No Judeo-Christian interpreter has a comprehen-
sion of this fact, since their religion is actually a
part of the False Prophet Apostasy, which wor-
ships the Jews and the Israeli State as the Israel
of the Bible. Thus, the wolf comes dressed as
Little Red Riding Hood.  With confusion like
this, there is no hope of getting the Millennium
correct.

The Dragon is easy to identify, as it is equated
with Satan, the one who rebelled against Yah-
weh.  This spiritual being most certainly still
exists in the spirit world, but Rev. 20 predicts its
ultimate demise.

Here is wisdom.  The Beast = the world empire
of merchants, headed by the Rothschild banking
family, the world’s foremost promoters of frac-
tional reserve banking and genocidal wars.  The
False Prophet is organized Jewry and Judeo-
Christianity, with its false identification of the
Jews with Israel.  The advocates of PTM have
no comprehension of who these two entities are.
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Therefore, they have no historical context to
interpret Rev. 20.

Putting the Millennium in its Historical
Context

Rev. 18, which is all about the coming judgment
of Mystery Babylon, concludes with these two
verses: “And the light of a candle shall shine no
more in you; and the voice of the bridegroom
and of the bride shall be heard no more at all in
you: for your merchants were the great men of
the earth; for by your sorceries (Gk: phar-
makeia) were all nations deceived.  And in her
was found the blood of prophets, and of saints,
and of all that were slain upon the earth.”  - Rev.
18:23-24.

Now, compare this with Matt. 23, which entire
chapter consists of Yahshua condemning the
scribes and Pharisees: “You serpents, you race
of vipers, how can you escape the damnation of
hell?  Wherefore, behold, I send to you prophets,
and wise men, and scribes: and some of them
you shall kill and crucify; and some of them shall
you scourge in your synagogues, and persecute
them from city to city: That upon you may come
all the righteous blood shed upon the earth, from
the blood of righteous Abel to the blood of
Zechariah, son of Barachias, whom you slew
between the temple and the altar.  Verily I say
to you, All these things shall come upon this race
(ethnos).”  - Matt. 23:33-36.

Although the Papacy has an enormous guilt, this
genocidal entity cannot be the Catholic Church,
because the Papacy had nothing to do with the
deaths of Abel and Zecharias.  However, Cain’s
descendants, the Jews, have been preserving
Cain’s DNA and his behavioural characteristics
ever since Gen. 3:15.

The imminent judgment of today’s Khazar and
Edomite Jews, who control the world’s banks
and corporations, is what is being addressed in
Rev. 19:19-20: “And I saw the beast (Mystery
Babylon) and their kings of the earth (the rulers
that have allied themselves with Zionist genocide
and the fractional reserve banking system, in-
cluding the governments of Britain and the
USA), and their armies (the global war machine
of international Zionism), gathered together to
make war against Him that sat on the horse, and
against His army [the Jews of the House of
Rothschild versus True Israel]. And the beast
[Rothschild’s Mystery Babylon] was taken, and

with him the false prophet [the false churches of
Judaism and Judeo-Christianity] that wrought
miracles before him [having amazingly brain-
washed the whole world with its militarism and
religious and historical deceptions], with which
he deceived them that had received the mark of
the beast [fractional reserve banking system],
and them that worshipped his image [Visa,
Master Card, fiat money currencies, 501c3
“religious” corporations, etc.]. These both were
cast alive into a lake of fire burning with

brimstone.”

Get the picture?
Mystery Baby-
lon, the Jewish
global banking
system, with its
world empire of
corporate greed
and Zionist gen-
ocide, will be
tossed into the
lake of fire
along with those
churches that

condone all of doctrines and activities of this
massively evil empire. Christian Zionism will
be tossed into the lake of fire along with Jewry.
There is simply no doubt that this is what Rev.
19:19-20 is saying.  No Judeo-Christian theolo-
gian can possibly understand this, having misi-
dentified True Israel with the Jews and also
preaching the religion (Judeo-Christianity) that
equates the Jews with Israel, when Jewry is, in
reality, the antichrist in the flesh.  To be Jewish
is to reject Christ.  This comes from their own
lips, but Apostianity clings to its own delusions.

The Dragon is Tossed into the Lake of Fire

“And I saw an angel come down from heaven,
having the key of the bottomless pit and a great
chain in his hand.” -  Rev. 20:1.

It is crucial to understand that the pit and the
chain hearken back to earlier times. These are
references to the days of the Jewish ghettoes,
when the Jews were not permitted to practice
usury against Christians, by numerous edicts of
the Papacy and the Holy Roman Emperors.  As
long as the ghetto system held Jewry in check,
Satan’s bankers were not capable of establish-
ing their globalist empire of fractional reserve
banking.  The angel’s great chain locked the door
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to the Jewish ghettos, preventing the Jews from
enslaving Christians through usurious banking
practices and various forms of cheating Chris-
tians of their property.  Verse 1 identifies the
bottomless pit as the place where Satan was
confined, eventually to be foisted upon the world
for a little season.  By unchaining the ghettoes,
the Jews were freed to enslave the world, using
their deceptive banking practices and bribery of
legislatures for special favors. Once released,
Satan used the House of Rothschild to let the
Jews out of the ghettoes, enabling them to
establish their world empire of merchants in the
Last Days.
 Verse 2 tells us that Satan was bound for
a thousand years.  This is the exact period of time
during which the Holy Roman Empire forbade
the Jews from practicing usury.  There was only
one major Satanic thrust during this time: when
the Dutch Jews financed Oliver Cromwell’s
takeover of England.  This led to the creation of
the Bank of England, which lay in wait for its
opportunity to rule the world.  Although Satan
was still bound at this time, one of his earthly
demons, a Jewish banker, managed to get a
foothold in Holland.  As long as Christendom
upheld this prohibition against usury, the Jews
could only have minor influence in our society.
But once Napoleon’s armies let the Jews out of
the ghettoes, the Rothschilds were able to lay the
foundations of their world empire of merchants,
Mystery Babylon. In former times, Christian
nations expelled the Jews for their crimes against
humanity.  Today, Christian nations are their
business partners.

Verse 3 tells us
that the thou-
sand years of
conf inement
will end with
Satan being let
loose for a little
season.  The
Holy Roman
Empire lasted
from 800 AD
until 1806 AD.
The first emper-

or was Charlemagne.  The last was Francis II
(Erwählter Römischer Kaiser, 12 February 1768
– 2 March 1835), ruling from 1792 until 6
August 1806, when he dissolved the Empire after
the disastrous defeat of the Third Coalition by
Napoleon at the Battle of Austerlitz.  This is the

thousand years during which Satan was confined
to the bottomless pit.

Verse 4 tells us that, during this 1,000 year
binding of Satan, THE SAINTS will rule with
Christ for a thousand years.  This verse is telling
us that while Satan was thus confined to the
bottomless pit, His Saints would simultaneously
reign with Him.  This is a reference to the
Protestant Reformation, led by John Huss and
Martin Luther.  Of course, pockets of resistance
to Papal rule had always existed in England, and
in Europe from the Albigenses to the Huguenots.
Ultimately, the Protestant Saints defeated the
Papacy.  But then, Satan was unbound.  This is
how these verses are to be understood. Like
Martin Luther, the most aware Christians were
those who understood that True Christianity had
two enemies: Jewry and Popery.  The footnotes
of the Geneva Bible also state that these thou-
sand years must be understood as the eventual
unbinding of earthly Satanic forces in these
historical times.  Since that translation was
written before the advent of Napoleon, they
could not have foreseen its application to the
House of Rothschild.

There is no such thing as a “millennial reign of
Christ.”  Since His Ascension, Jesus Christ has
already been in heaven, ruling.  He has been
sitting at the right hand of the Father for the last
two thousand years in heaven, awaiting the
Judgment Day.  When He returns, the entire
universe will be placed under His rule, the “rod
of iron.”  The subject of the last clause of Verse
4 is THE SAINTS, not Yahshua, as so many
people falsely believe!  This is a reference to the
martyrs of Christendom who gave their lives for
Christ during the millennial reign of the Holy
Roman Empire.  Yahweh was using the HRE to
hold back the power of Satan’s banksters, but,
simultaneously, the same HRE was persecuting
the Saints, who gained their crowns of glory by
giving their lives for Christ.  Hence, Verse 4 is
giving these Saints special recognition for their
bravery in fighting against the sixth Beast,
Rome.

The Jews actually participated in this holocaust
by agitating against Christianity wherever they
could.  Wherever the Jews were allowed to
operate, such as in Poland and Holland, whether
their kings were papist or not, towns and villages
of the Christians were being deprived of their
livelihoods and property, through usury lending
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and foreclosure, just as is happening globally
today.  But this was on a miniscule scale com-
pared to today.  Several Jewish banking families,
such as the Borgias and the Medicis, attempted
to take control of the papacy, but they never
could establish a global empire of merchants,
until AFTER this one thousand years was fin-
ished.
Although the Papacy had invented numerous
devices for killing and torturing “heretics,” most
of the beheadings were accomplished during the
French Revolution, which was a Jew-communist
OVERTHROW of France, headed by the Illumi-
nati and Freemasons.  (Dr. J.I. Guillotin, the
inventor of the guillotine, was a Freemason.)
These two groups were controlled by Mayer
Amschel Rothschild and his agent, Adam
Weishaupt. Via their secret societies, they over-
threw Christian civilization and established the
global empire of merchants, Mystery Babylon.
Since the Judeo-Christian ministry is absolutely
clueless about this constant Jewish war against
Christendom, they cannot put these historical
facts into the context of Rev. 20.

Verse 5 is telling us that the
rest of us, who are still
living in this “little season”
of Rothschild hegemony,
will not wake up until the
very end of this little season.
It is only now that the Jew
bankers are being exposed
by Christian Identity, the
Tea Parties and the Occupy
Wall Street movements.

The internet is jumping with expose’s of the
Jews and their make-believe wars and revolu-
tions, which have sacrificed the lives of over 200
million Christians, since communism was in-
vented by Moses Hess, the rabbi of Karl Marx.
Their “little season” is just about over.  The first
resurrection is a reference to those Saints who
were exalted during the persecutions of the
thousand years during which the Jews were held
in check.  Thanks to the Jews, history has
become even more violent since the HRE came
to an end.  As one Jew put it so succinctly, the
20th Century was “the Jewish Century,” because
the Jews consolidated their global empire of
merchants, using WWI and WWII, plus other
staged conflicts, to establish the United Nations
and the New World Order (Mystery Babylon).
The second resurrection will consist of those

who have been persecuted since then, during the
little season.

The hour cometh, and now is, when the dead
shall hear the voice of the Son of God; and they
that hear shall live ... Marvel not at this: for the
hour cometh, in which all that are in their tombs
shall hear his voice, and shall come forth; they
that have done good, unto the resurrection of
life; and they that have done evil, unto the
resurrection of judgment.  (John 5:25-29).

Verse 6 is telling us that those of the first
resurrection have overcome death.  They will
ultimately be resurrected into the Kingdom and
have their immortal bodies restored to them.  In
other words, the “first resurrection” of Verse 5
is merely stating that the Millennial Saints have
already defeated death.  They have earned their
stripes.  These Saints, who are alive in the spirit
realm, are awaiting the final judgment, at which
time they will join us in the resurrection of the
living, those of us here on earth who will have
earned our resurrection bodies after the millen-
nial reign of the Saints.  These verses are giving
the millennial Saints special recognition.

Verse 7 is repeating the fact that Satan will be
loosed after these thousand years.  We thus have
a double witness that the correct context of Rev.
20 is the thousand year binding of Satan.  The
simultaneous reign of the Saints occurs during
this time, but it is not the main theme of the
context.  Thus, Verses 4-6 are parenthetical,
providing details about events that happened
during the millennial imprisonment of Satan.
By ignoring the TRUE CONTEXT of Rev. 20,
PTM takes statements about the Millennium out
of context, thus projecting them into a non-
existent future.

Pastor Eli James

To be continued

Editor
thenewensign@gmail.com

This magazine is for private subscription only
and is not in any way connected to The Ensign
Message Magazine which is a totally separate
entity.
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Ruth 1:6-13.  Naomi tries to comfort her
daughters-in-law, being unable to hide
her own grief at being widowed and

sonless.   She urges Orpah and Ruth to stay
outside of the “Land of Judah,” as she sees no
future for them there.  Here, Naomi represents
today’s Judeo-Christians, who have no hope in
their Covenant relationship with Yahweh.

Ruth 1:14-22.   But Ruth will have none of it.
She is determined to go back to Bethlehem, the
“land” of her kinsmen.  Her words in Verse 17
are truly inspiring: Where thou diest will I die,
and there will I be buried; Yahweh do so to me,
and more also, but death part me and thee.”
Ruth instinctively understands that she must
remain a part of her people, Israel; and only
death will separate her from her Israelite herit-
age.   In verse 20, Noami bemoans her tragic
fate, asking to be called Mara (bitter).

Ruth 2:1.  Boaz is introduced as a kinsman of
her mother-in-law.   Here Boaz clearly repre-
sents our KINSMAN Redeemer, Yahshua!!!!

Ruth 2:2-3.   Ruth is determined to stay in the
company of Boaz.   Here, she represents the
Remnant, gleaning in the fields of Israel, await-

ing her ultimate fate.  The kinship of Ruth and
Boaz is emphasized.

Ruth 2:4-7:  Boaz instructs His servants to keep
a watchful eye upon Ruth.   This is Yahweh
keeping His tender, loving, watchful eye upon
His Remnant, those who will eventually be-
come the Bride of Christ.

Ruth 2:8-10.  Boaz, representing Yahweh, cau-
tions Ruth, representing the Remnant, to glean
only in His fields.  Do not go after other gods.
Do not go after the false doctrines of the false
priests of Apostianity.   In Verse 10, Ruth con-
siders herself a “stranger.”  This means that she
is one of the lost sheep, who is willing to come
back into the fold.

Ruth 2:11-13.  In these verses, Boaz (Yahweh)
is telling Ruth (Israel) that her estrangement is
over.   She is being welcomed back into the
Household of True Israel.  She is awakening to
her kinship relationship with Yahweh.

Ruth 2:14-15.  This is the Passover meal of the
New Covenant, the Last Supper.   In verse 14,
she ate and was satisfied.   She eats of the
“bread” of the New Covenant.  In verse 15, she
is “risen up.”   Do I have to explain what this
means?  It is no coincidence that the Supper is
followed by the arising!  This is a mini-parable
of the Last Supper and the rising of Messiah
from the dead!   The sheaves of Verse 15 can
only be the Wave Sheaf offering - Jesus Christ,
the first of the FIRST FRUITS.

Ruth 2:16-17.  Ruth continues to glean, mean-
ing that she is absorbing the knowledge of the
Scriptures, coming into awareness of her Cove-
nant relationship with Yahshua.

Ruth 2:18-23.  Recall Ruth 1:20, where Naomi
is bitter about her fate and sees no hope for the
future.   She begins to see a potentially bright
future in Ruth’s courtship of Boaz.  The name,
Boaz, in Hebrew, means “fleetness,
STRENGTH.”   He is our strength, is He not?

The Parable of Ruth (Part 3)
By Pastor Eli James
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The “young men” of verse 21 represent the
Israelites, who were the First Christians of Pen-
tecost as depicted in Acts, Chapters 1 & 2.
Please read those two chapters now, as they
complete the thought of these verses in Ruth.  In
verse 23, Ruth stayed with the maidens of Beth-
lehem, gleaning until the end of the barley and
wheat harvests.   The harvest of the summer
wheat coincided with the countdown to Pente-
cost, the harvest of the First-fruits.  (Joel 3:23-
27.)

Ruth 3:1-3.  Nao-
mi becomes in-
spired with Ruth’s
potential marriage
to Boaz.  In Verse
3, Naomi tells
Ruth, ‘Make not
thyself known unto
the man, until he
shall have done
eating and drink-
ing.” Although
the House of Judah
in Judea under-
stood their kinship
with Messiah, the

Dispersed House of Israel did not.   They were
still estranged.   Jesus tells us, “Thou wilt not
have gone over the nations of Israel until the son
of Man be come.”   In other words, the full
restoration of Israel to her covenant relationship
cannot occur until the Remnant of all twelve
tribes come into realization of their Israelite
identity.

Ruth 3:4-7.  This is where we must be bold and
declare ourselves for Yahshua only!!!  We, His
Remnant, the future Bride of Christ, must sub-
mit ourselves humbly to Him, laying ourselves
down AT HIS FEET, waiting for Him to return
(awaken).   The foolish virgins will not under-
stand why they have been rejected.   They
thought that they were faithful, But their lamps
(Faith) went out, as went awhoring after the
gods of multiculturalism.  As Daniel said, “Only
the wise shall understand.”     In these verses,
Ruth represents Israel understanding what she
must do in order to prepare herself as the Bride
of Christ.  Naomi represents the Old Testament
(RIGHTEOUSNESS) wisdom that urges her
on.  The foolish Judeos have abandoned right-
eousness in favour of feel-goodism.

Ruth 3:9.  This is powerful verse for Christian
Identity.  Boaz asks.  “WHO ART THOU?”  Do
you know your Identity?   Do you understand
your potential for becoming the Bride of
Christ?   Ruth’s response is both positive and
humble: I am Ruth, thine handmaid (servant,
We are yahweh’s servant people); Spread
therefore thy skirt over thine handmaid; for
thou art a near kinsman.   Glory, Halleluyah!
This is True Israel finally recognizing, after two
thousand years of Gospel preaching, her true
relationship with her Kinsman Redeemer!  The
Firstfruits of Pentecost understood it, but it has
taken 2,000 years for the rest of us to under-
stand.

Ruth 3:10-14.  Boaz promises to do his duty as
Ruth’s Kinsman Redeemer.  But there is a near-
er kinsman who must first be consulted before
he can do this.  The unnamed nearer kinsman is
symbolic of the pseudo-Christian churches,
WHO ARE NOT WILLING TO MARRY
RUTH!  It is the dead church of the Apostasy,
whose name will be forgotten as the memory of
all losers is forgotten by those who receive the
joy of victory!!!!!!!   Ruth doesn’t want him
anyway.   Praise Yahshua!   Apostianity has its
chance to right by Ruth, but it is too much of a
burden.  They are not willing to let go of their
present delusion of un-Scriptural “salvation.”
These Judeo-churches prance around proclaim-
ing themselves to be the “Bride of Christ.”  In
reality, they are nothing but the Great Whore of
Revelation.  Verse 14 states, “And she lay at his
feet until morning,” meaning that True Israel
waits until the dawn of the Second Coming for
fulfilment.  Just as the woman of Revelation 12
is to remain hidden until the Judgment Day,
Boaz instructs Ruth, “Let it not be known that a
woman came into the floor.”

Ruth 3:15. The veil that hides her identity will
become her wedding veil!!!!!

Ruth 3:16.  Again, Ruth’s identity is the main
concern.  Naomi asks her, “Who art thou?”
Ruth explains that she now anticipates that she
is a bride-to-be, the lady in waiting for her
groom.

Ruth 3:17.   I believe that the six measures of
barley represent the entire record of the Bible
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for True Israel, from the sin of Adam and Eve in
the Garden, six thousand years ago.   We, the
Remnant, understand the whole story.  We are
not going empty-handed to our mother-in-law.
We give our ancestors and relatives due re-
spect.  We give them wheat, barley and wine.  It
is their decision to accept it or reject it.

Ruth 3:18.   Yahshua will not rest until He
completes His mission.

Ruth 4:1-5.   These verses detail the legal re-
quirements for redeeming Ruth and her proper-
ty.   She must be redeemed before she can be
married.
Here is an explanation of the law of redemption
by a Judeo-priest:
The word redemption has its roots in the Old
Testament, where the word could mean buying
back property or freeing a slave by paying the
price or amount he owed. According to Jewish
law, a Jew could be sold into slavery for a
maximum of six years. The seventh year, called
the year of redemption, he must be set free. If he
was to be set free before his six years were over,
his master was compensated for the remaining
years in his contract. Redemption also applied
to the recovery of land. In the selling of proper-
ty, there was always a redemption clause writ-
ten into the deed stating the time and
circumstances whereby the property might be
redeemed. The deed was then sealed with seven
seals. The law included a clause that made
provision for a family member to step in and
redeem the property if the seller was unable to
do so himself at the specified period. The idea
was to keep the property in the family. The
family member who would fill this role was
known in Hebrew as the "goel" or kinsman
redeemer. If no redeemer, or "goel", stepped
forward at the specified time, the property was
then permanently transferred to the new owner-
ship. This law is explained in Leviticus 25.

http://www.joshuanet.org/articles/smith/redem
ptn.html

The laws of redemption are covered in Leviticus
25:23-55.   Boaz is following these laws to the
letter.  Yahshua must also follow these laws in
order to redeem Israel and ultimately restore the
earth to our dominion, as His Bride.

Ruth 4:5-10.  Since Ruth was a childless wid-
ow, Boaz also performed the duty of levirate
marriage, so that the firstborn son of Ruth could
carry on in the name of Mahlon.  Levirate law is
covered in Deut. 25:5-10.   Symbolically, cast-
off, widowed Israel, in being married to Yahsh-
ua, is reclaimed in the name of Yahweh, our
first “husband.”

Ruth 4:11-12.  Ruth is to become as famous as
Rachel, Leah and Tamar, not to mention Sa-
rah and Rebekah.   Shall we include Eve as
well?  Of course, we Israelites are her descend-
ants as well.   No one in the universe has a
greater anticipation of the redemption and resto-
ration as our mother, Eve.   She knows that it
was her mistake in the Garden that led to all of
this drama in the first place.  So, we remember
her as well, with compassion and sorrow.  But
JOY COMETH IN THE MORNING!   Israel
and the Adamic Race will be restored, and very
soon!   Eve’s mistake will soon be overcome;
and the children of the devil, who began this era
of deception, will pay the price for their crimes.
 Yahweh has proclaimed it; and no earthly pow-
er can undo that which has been written!  Let us
not forget Elizabeth and Mary, who bore us
John and Jesus, for without the events of the
First Advent, the Second would not be possible.
How many of you End Times women of Israel
will step up, willing to bear the Children of the
Restoration?

Ruth 4:13.  Praise Yahweh!  THE WEDDING
FEAST OF THE LAMB!

Ruth 4:14.   Joy in the Household of Naomi.
Her bitterness has been turned into joy, SEVEN-
FOLD.   As per Leviticus 26, which contains the
SEVEN TIMES PUNISHMENT, Israel’s glory
will be restored sevenfold.  Can you imagine?
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Ruth 4:15-16.  Naomi, symbol of the Old Tes-
tament prophets and lawgivers, nurses Obed
(Servant), the daughter of Ruth, the Remnant
Bride.   We in Christian identity have restored
the Old Testament ot its rightful place in our
history and heritage.  By teaching from the Old
Wine and the New Wine, we are the only ones
who qualify as the Bride of Christ.

Ruth 4:17.   Israel Restored.   The lineage of
Messiah continues to this day!  Caucasian Isra-
el, His Servant People, is destined to give birth
to the NEW CREATURE anticipated since the

foundation of the world: the coming of the Sons
of God.  (Romans 8:18-22.)

Ruth 4:18-22.   The lineage of Messiah
confirmed.     Since the Covenants made by
Yahweh with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob are
FOREVER, no one can deny the Bride of Christ,
Israel purified, her inheritance.   The Bride of
Christ is making herself ready as we speak!
 Come, Children, INHERIT THE KINGDOM.

The End OS20636

Harold Stough Notes
A Dark Age Of Catastrophe

Garry Biltcliffe Papers

When one culture successfully invades
another, it seeks to boost its
achievements by discrediting the

history of the conquered race. The Roman,
Saxon and Norman conquerors of Britain all
succeeded in this mission. Those who seek to
know the origins of our true British history will
have a colossal task in unravelling fact from
fantasy, although I believe, in the end, truth will
always surface.

A r c h a e o l o g i c a l
evidence for the
number of people living
in Roman Britain
before the arrival of the
Jutes and Saxons now
suggests that it was as
high then as just before
the Industrial
Revolution in the
nineteenth century —
between 3 and 4

million. How a few thousand Saxons could
change the culture and language of a country
with such a large population in just a hundred
years is a mystery.' Even today, the influx of over
a million people into England from northern and
Eastern Europe has had little effect on our
language and culture.

Hidden away and gathering dust is a wealth of
information that suggests something cataclysmic
took place after the Romans left, causing a huge

decrease in the population and a vulnerability
that I believe allowed the Jutes and Saxons to
repopulate the country easily; remember, Bede,
the monk historian, writes that they were invited
in by the British Kings.

Lost Lands and the Plague

Nigel Pennick drew on many legends and The
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle in his book Lost Cities
and Sunken Lands which reveals just how many
places around the coast of Britain lost land to
either floods or subsidence in the sixth century,
as in 1099. After much research I found evidence
that refers to a geological disaster in England
around AD 540, including tree ring data, ice core
samples and documented history. Mike Baillie
says “a climatic downturn became evident during
this mysterious period when 'narrowest tree-ring'
chronologies for AD 536 to 545 were observed”.
Baillie cites the work of Dr Clube, who stated
that fragments from the debris of a destroyed
asteroid may have hit the Earth in the vicinity of
northern Europe, causing plague, rising sea
levels, tsunamis and tectonic plate movements
in the sixth century.

Mysteriously, very few written documents
survive from this tumultuous period of British
history, but if you delve deep enough, there are
still surviving accounts that reveal truly
unbelievable events. Gildas, a British monk,
recorded around AD 540 that the "island of
Britain was on fire from sea to sea .... Until it
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had burned almost the whole surface of the
island and was licking the western ocean with
its fierce red tongue". The Life of St. Teilo, part
of the Welsh Llandaf Charters, records a plague
witnessed by the Bishop:

"... however, he could not long remain [in
Wales], on account of the pestilence which
nearly destroyed the whole nation .... It was
called the Yellow Pestilence, because it
occasioned all persons who were seized by it to
be yellow and without blood, and it appeared to
men a column of a watery cloud, having one end
trailing along the ground, and the other above,
proceeding in the air, and passing through the
whole country like a shower going through the
bottom of valleys. Whatever living creatures it
touched with its pestiferous blast, either
immediately died, or sickened for death ... and
so greatly did the aforesaid destruction rage
throughout the nation, that it caused the country
to be nearly desert."

According to
The Life of St.
Teilo (left), St
Teilo departed
South Wales to
escape the
Yellow Plague,
and stayed in
Brittany for 11
years until it
was safe to
return. The
Welsh Annals
also claim that
between AD
537 and 550
there were
plagues in

Britain and Ireland, particularly in 547: “... a
great death [plague] in which Maelgwn, King of
Gwynedd died. Thus they say 'The long sleep of
Maelgwn in the Court of Rhos. Then was the
Yellow plague”.

The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle' and The Life of
St Sampson of Dol record that towards the end
of the fifth century and up to AD 550, Britons
with enough wealth to support themselves
emigrated across the Channel to the Armorique
Peninsula. They named their new colony
Bretagne (Brittany), and the Gauls called them
'Bretons'.' This made a lot of sense to me, as

Brittany has many towns and churches named
after sixth century Celtic British saints. These
wealthy Britons from Cornwall, Wales and the
southern counties fleeing the plague and
migrating to the 'New Britain' (Brittany) left their
former lands and possessions behind. Many of
them never returned for fear of catching the
plague or in the belief that the land was cursed.
This allowed the northern Europeans to take over
the vacated lands, settling peacefully during and
after the plaque.

Evidence shows that it was the Germanic or
Danish aristocracy related to the British Kings
who claimed the lands emptied by the Yellow
Plague. As time went by these new settlers began
to fight with local tribes, causing many British
losses. Growing concern amongst the remaining
British Kings eventually forced the reunification
of the fragmented tribes led by Arthur, a brave
warrior, who successfully fought off the
newcomers in a series of legendary battles.
Woven into the Arthurian myths were
catastrophic events referring to Britain becoming
'the wastelands, when King Arthur and his
famous knights set out on a quest for the Holy
Grail in order to heal the sickened land.

For those with an
interest in King
Arthur, the
P o r t l a n d
t r a d i t i o n s
actually refer to
his local exploits.
King Warry
stated that the
well-respected
local historians
Mr Freeman and
Dr Guest
believed Arthur
fought his most

famous victory against Cerdic in AD 520 at
Badbury Rings. Badbury Rings is another of
Dorset's Iron Age fortified hills near the old town
of Wimborne. Archaeological evidence also
shows that Dorset was one of the last British
frontiers against the Saxons during the Dark
Ages. The ninth century British historian
Nennius states that whilst Arthur fought his final
battle at Camlann in AD 537, a plague ravaged
Britain and Ireland.

It is possible that the lack of documentary
evidence from the Dark Ages was due to the
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censorship of records by Saxon monks after
these catastrophic events. John Malalas, a sixth
century Byzantine historian, recorded a
substantial account of history up to AD 533 and
after AD 540 but hardly anything in between, as
if the records were purposely left out. Many
historians believe the Anglo-Saxon monk
historians, controlled by the papal power of
Rome, deliberately suppressed the exploits of
Arthur who supported British independence and
the early Christian teachings. His fame was such
that the British revered him as a god, and
possibly a martyr, and therefore it is not beyond

the realm of possibility that the Saxon historians
may have edited and rewritten the history to suit
their political agenda. Consequently, stories of
Arthur and these natural disasters became mere
myth and legend, including the sites of his battles
and his burial place. The legacy of the Romans
continued to haunt a divided southern Britain
until a determined leader, King Ine, brought
about an alliance of peace, setting the scene for
the arrival of the Whit Jutes.

The End OS20908

Harlot Churches (Part 2)
A. E. Kennedy

CHURCH
STRUCTURE

In 1 Cor. 12:1-30 we
read, “And God
hath set some in the

church, first apostles,
secondarily prophets,
thirdly teachers, after

that miracles, then gifts of healings, helps, gov-
ernments, diversities of tongues and so on. In
this we find a ranking order that puts apostles,
prophets, and teachers far above the govern-
mental part of a group, the latter being placed
second from the bottom in this ranking order.
The Harlot Church will not accept the Biblical
structure. Therefore it follows that such a
wrongly structured Church must be a Harlot.
The ministry of an Apostle, Prophet or Teacher
is not confined to one group biblically, those
so-gifted minister to the one true church any-
where.

In all this we can see that official Church mem-
bership or appointments do not denote member-
ship in the Body of Christ, especially if these
members are of non-Israelite stock. A harlot
church will be a mixed-race church. Usually
there will be a crucifix symbol somewhere -
(The geometric “cross” is not found in Greek
texts and geometric symbols are not used in the
Bible as symbols). These are other marks
whereby we can identify a Harlot.

There are Israelite people in institutional church
denominations who are in ignorance about the

error of their ways, and these cannot be con-
demned, for a time that is, because “ignorance
is no excuse” does come to apply to those who
refuse to seek God with all their hearts. The
Harlot instead claims she is the one who has the
understanding to be able to teach, and that all
that is necessary to understand comes from the
pulpit. All that the Harlot says is necessary is to
do your duty and make the prescribed church
attendances or sacraments.

But of those who are not in ignorance we read,
“Therefore to him that knoweth to do good, and
doeth it not, to him it is sin”-(James 4:17)- these
have to make a choice to come out from that
which ”hast a name that thou livest, and art
dead”-(Rev. 3:1). Those who know and are
audacious and willing to terminate this sin by
separating themselves from the harlot church,
find understanding starts to flood in. They dis-
cover that there is a better and wider fellowship
of real disciples than they had any idea existed.
These are outside of the popular church struc-
ture.

The members of this fellowship recognise that
they are parts and members of one body, set in
that body as this pleases our God, the God of
Israel. They will never join themselves by
membership to any harlot church, or anything
that is schismatic. To them the word “Christian”
has the biblical meaning. They do not hyphenate
this word with words or meanings like, “Judeo-
Christian”, “Messianic-Christian”, or associate
Christianity with denominational names,
recognising that these terms are sectarian. They
know that this is not an either/or option; that they
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are either a member of the Anointed Body, or
they are members of a Harlot. In reality there is
just one hyphenated term that might be valid,
and that is “Christian-Israelite”, since there are
Israelites who are Christians and Israelites who
are not.

We see the wrong sectarian trend was
emerging even in Paul’s day. We can see this
human tendency was the same in Paul’s day as
it is today.

1 Cor 1:11, “For it hath been declared unto me
of you, my brethren, by them which are of the
house of Chloe, that there are contentions
among you. Now this I say, that every one of you
saith, I am of Paul; and I of Apollos; and I of
Cephas; and I of Christ. Is Christ divided? was
Paul crucified for you? or were ye baptized in
the name of Paul?”

WHAT DO THOSE WHO COME OUT OF
HARLOT CHURCHES FIND?

They find they
can have more re-
al Christian fel-
lowship than they
ever had as
church members.

They treat origins
from Judaism in
the same way they
treat what origi-
nates from Roman

Catholicism, appreciating that both have doc-
trines that make the Word of God to be of none
effect.

Those that come out of harlot churches see the
lie that says, “One cannot be a Christian unless
one goes to Church”.

They realise that to be members of any organi-
sation is the share in the judgement against that
group.

They know that “church membership” is con-
demned in Scripture, and that God says He hates
any form of Nicolaitanism; that this is of neces-
sity divisive and that the One who loves them
says, “Repent; or else I will come unto thee
quickly, and will fight against them with the
sword of my mouth”

They understand that Christian discipline can be
administered in the loving fellowship of One
Body, outside of organised religion.

They feel a need for each other to keep in
balance, and can accept correction in Love.

They do not need letters of commendation to
have fellowship –[2 Cor. 3:1].

They hear what their God says, ““Come out of
her, my people, that ye be not partakers of her
sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues.

They are willing to suffer reproach with Jesus
outside of the cult-city gates, outside of the
religious camp.

Hebrews 13:12-15, “Wherefore Jesus also, that
he might sanctify the people with his own blood,
suffered without the gate. Let us go forth
therefore unto him without the camp, bearing his
reproach. For here have we no continuing city,
but we seek one to come. By him therefore let us
offer the sacrifice of praise to God continually,
that is, the fruit of our lips giving thanks to his
name”.

“The people” here is the word “laos” which
refers to those of one singular stock, the stock
of Israel who Jesus came to redeem.
Understanding this is a major difference in
understanding between the one real Church and
that of the Harlot. This word “stock” and what
this means is not allowed by a harlot church.

The Harlot in its humanism denies the
“Commandments of God”, substituting church
laws and observances in their place, in the same
way the Pharisees did. In making their own laws,
each becomes a god. Thus the cup the Harlot and
her daughters offer to satisfy thirst is, “full of
abominations and filthiness of her fornication”.
“Obey them that have the rules and authority
over you” is exercised in a perverted form of
church discipline with Pastors and the church
oversight being lords over God’s inheritance.

At the beginning of this paper, it was said, “The
Bible uses the term “harlot” mostly as a picture
of spiritual idolatry. We can find reference to
“whoredom”, “whores”, “adultery”, and
“harlots” all within one passage. This is where
such inconsistencies on the part of translators
creates understanding problems. This paper is
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dealing with harlotry as spiritual idolatry in
particular, even if this is sometimes pictured in
the physical sense. There are some long passages
dealing with this, but we can make a start in
Hosea, commenting as we go.

GOD’S PEOPLE CAN BECOME
HARLOTS

Hosea 4:10 For they shall eat, and not have
enough: they shall commit whoredom, and
shall not increase: because they have left off to
take heed to the LORD. Whoredom and wine
and  new wine take away the heart.

The words, “left off” are significant. Before this
verse we can note this, “because thou hast
rejected knowledge, I will also reject thee, that
thou shalt be no priest to me: seeing thou hast
forgotten the law of thy God”. Forgetting “the
law of thy God” is normal in our harlot church-
es. To forget this is normal church teaching.
The relationship of Law and Grace is confused,
and the words, “shall we continue in sin that
Grace may abound-God forbid”, after being
justified, are effectively leavened. It is unusual
for any in a Harlot church to meditate in the
Law of God day and night-(Psalm 1:2). When
knowledge is rejected, the “I will reject thee”
takes place - God then rejects His people. This
in turn leads to whoredom. This is inevitable –
“They SHALL commit whoredom”. At this
point, God’s people become harlots. Their
churches become harlot churches. From thence
they have “no heart” for the things of God.
What happens then? This passage goes on to say:
My people ask counsel at their stocks, and their
staff declareth unto them: for the spirit of
whoredoms hath caused them to err, and they
have gone a whoring from under their God.

Where do they then get their counsel? The
“stocks” and “staff” refers to the idols they get
their support from. This may be many things
such as:

A)  Fellowship under a minister who tickles ears?

B) Church discipline under an authoritarian
Pastor like Diotrophes.

C)  A psychiatrist?

D) “Once saved, saved for ever” doctrines.
From there it gets worse and worse; THEY
COME TO LIKE WHAT IS EASY GOING, as
we see in the verse below. This is not a verse in
isolation. Through this action the whole family
group then become involved in whoredom.

They sacrifice upon the tops of the mountains,
and burn incense upon the hills, under oaks
and poplars and elms, because the shadow
thereof is good (easy going and agreeable to the
senses): therefore your daughters shall commit
whoredom, and your spouses shall commit
adultery.

God does this! He says, “therefore your
daughters SHALL commit whoredom, and your
spouses SHALL commit adultery”. In the
sentence, “Therefore the people that doth not
understand SHALL FALL”, the verb “fall” is
passive. Committing adultery and whoredom
then cannot be avoided! What is committed on
a spiritual level becomes physical, in the body
or the mind. Where does this all start from? It
starts from the leaders! Verse 18, “her rulers
with shame do love” (harlotry) “because of their
(wrong) sacrifices”-(V19). Note the place of
church leaders here!

Jeremiah puts it this way.

Jer 5:7-9 How shall I pardon thee for this? thy
children have forsaken me, and sworn by them
that are no gods: when I had fed them to the full,
they then committed adultery, and assembled
themselves by troops in the harlots’ houses.
They were as fed horses in the morning: every
one neighed after his neighbour’s wife. Shall I
not visit for these things? saith the LORD:

This tells of a common enough happening! It is
common enough because warnings are not
heeded! This is one reason why the level of
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physical adultery amongst church members is
little different than in the unchurched. The law
of God has little meaning to both! We will see a
bit more about being “well fed” shortly…..and
about these horses!

As Moses says:

Deut. 8:11, Beware
that thou forget not
the LORD thy God, in
not keeping his com-
mandments, and his
judgments, and his
statutes, which I
command thee this
day: Lest when thou

hast eaten and art full, and hast built goodly
houses, and dwelt therein; And when thy herds
and thy flocks multiply, and thy silver and thy
gold is multiplied, and all that thou hast is
multiplied; Then thine heart be lifted up, and
thou forget the LORD thy God, which brought
thee forth out of the land of Egypt, from the
house of bondage.

Note again about what is pleasing to the senses.
What is the warning? It is about what is
forgotten? What is forgotten is, “not keeping his
commandments, and his judgments, and his
statutes”? When is this liable to happen? Both
Jeremiah and Moses say it is when we have eaten
and are full! So according to the verse in
Jeremiah above, they gather together in harlots’
houses. What is a “harlot’s house? The word here
is Strongs 1004 bayith = temple. They gather in
a church “temple” to play church together! They
all tell each other that, “his commandments, and
his judgments, and his statutes” are legalism,
that they are “done away with”! What then is
functioning in the churches? It is harlotry! Whole
families have become harlots!

Churches and Church Members have become
daughters of THE HARLOT through forgetting
the Law of God.

No, they were not born harlots. Isaiah says they
became harlots!

Isaiah 1:21-23 HOW IS THE FAITHFUL CITY
BECOME AN HARLOT! It was full of
judgment; righteousness lodged in it; but now
murderers. Thy silver is become dross, thy wine
mixed with water: Thy princes are rebellious,

and companions of thieves: every one loveth
gifts, and followeth after rewards: they judge
not the fatherless, neither doth the cause of the
widow come unto them.

Note the change from one state to another. The
God of Israel says they had become adversaries
(Satan) and thus were enemies to be resisted.
Rather than considering the “cause of the
widow”, they collect money to pay a bank in
unlawful interest on an unlawful loan instead.
Thus the law, “is slacked”. Note the “therefore”
in:

Hab. 1:4 Therefore the law is slacked, and
judgment doth never go forth: for the wicked
doth compass about the righteous; therefore
wrong judgment proceedeth.

Note the Law connection here again. There is
this clear-cut reason why the wicked surround
the righteous! In many places we can see the
place of God’s Law in the life of God’s people.

Then our God speaks about judgment.

Verse 24 “Therefore saith the Lord, the LORD
of hosts, the mighty One of Israel, Ah, I will
ease me of mine adversaries, and avenge me of
mine enemies”.

Yes enemies! All the nice sentimental talk,
“fellowship”, “worship”, “praise” and even
prayer meetings will not help or change being
under God’s judgment.

Proverbs 1:24-31. Because I have called, and
ye refused; I have stretched out my hand, and
no man regarded; But ye have set at nought all
my counsel, and would none of my reproof: I
also will laugh at your calamity; I will mock
when your fear cometh; When your fear cometh
as desolation, and your destruction cometh as
a whirlwind; when distress and anguish cometh
upon you. Then

shall they call upon me, but I will not answer;
they shall seek me early, but they shall not find
me: For that they hated knowledge, and did not
choose the fear of the LORD: They would none
of my counsel: they despised all my reproof.
Therefore shall they eat of the fruit of their own
way, and be filled with their own devices.
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The prophet Jeremiah has much to say about
God’s people who become harlots.

Jeremiah 2:20-21 For of old time I have broken
thy yoke, and burst thy bands; and thou saidst,
I will not transgress; when upon every high hill
and under every green tree thou wanderest,
playing the harlot. Yet I had planted thee a
noble vine, wholly a right seed: how then art
thou turned into the degenerate plant of a
strange vine unto me?

That which once belonged to God has become
degenerate. Note the “gene” connection in

“degenerate”. How? By wandering from God’s
commandments! Can Israel/foreigner racial
mixtures fulfil their real purpose as a “strange
vine? What does God say about this position?
What polluted them and caused them to
degenerate? “Degeneration” has to do with
mixture, just as “adultery” has to do with
adulterating. The word “strange” here is nokriy
that is used of non-Israelite foreigners. By racial
mixing, God’s people had become as foreigners.
Harlot churches see nothing wrong in Ba’al
worship, or going “after Baalim”. That is, they
see nothing wrong in racial intermarriage.

To be continued

The Knight Of The Scarlet Thread
Charles A. L. Totten

Dr. Wesley Swift Library (Review By Ella Rose Mast)

In 1892, a series of books were written by
Charles A. L. Totten, 1st Lieut. 4th Artil-
lery, U.S.A. Professor of Military Science

and Tactics. S.S.S. of Yale University.
Professor Totten made an intense study to try to
unravel the ‘Saxon’ riddle. The books he wrote
in this study were published by ‘Our Race
Publishing Company, New Haven, Conn.’

Dr. Swift had several of these old books which
of course are no longer available and in our visit
with Mrs. Swift, this September of 1978, she
gave me one of these old books and suggested
that I prepare a summary of some of the
interesting parts of this story ‘The Renewal of
History,’ series II; No. 5 of Totten’s works. This

is the story of how the Empire was rebuilt and
replanted as we are told in scripture and history.

Ella Rose Mast

OCHAIDH, THE HEREMONN
The Knight of the Scarlet Thread’

In this study, the author proves that the reigns of
the Kings of Israel and the Kings of Judah
harmonize. And that what some chronologists
failed to see, was that some events were from
the sacred calendar and some from the civil
calendar. And that the writers of scripture knew
exactly what they were telling you, even though
some translators and chronologists did not un-
derstand. The author also compares the Dynas-
ties of Egypt to bring out that corruption of the
office of Pharaoh produced the ruler who knew
not Joseph. Thus, brought oppression to Israel
in their last years in Egypt. Then he covers the
genealogies of Pharez and Zarah, the twin
sons of Judah to bring you to the conclusion
with the story of Eochaidh, the Heremonn, the
Knight of the Scarlet Thread. (Genesis 38:27-30)
The work of the author in his series of books
was to trace ‘our race’ out of the Mid-East and
Egypt in their Westward journey, then, in this
book, conclude the central romance of what is
all a romance of unique proportions. Although
Israel, struggling through the wilderness of
Northern Europe, would be without a King for
many days, or all through this weary pilgrim-
age, but still this being without a king was only
from the de facto point of view, for their King
‘de jure’ was never wanting.
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The author also ac-
companied the Zarah
people later called the
Milesians in their
quest of Empire far
enough into these
Western regions to an-
ticipate the triple junc-
tion which eventually
came about. Thus, to
the East, ‘the House of
Israel’ is lost, as well
as the House of Pha-
rez, and earliest of all,

the House of Zarah.’ But in accompanying Jere-
miah, on his journey, we find that the throne
reached its Western sanctuary long before the
bulk of the tribes of Israel arrived there to find
that Zarah’s royal line was in place to greet
them. To find that the culmination of all this
brings forth the story of ‘the Renewal of Israel
history in the West through the marriage of our
hero and the heroine from the East, from Dav-
id’s line.’
This story is as the mosaic of the Bible story as
piece by piece it fits into the whole picture of
YAHWEH’S plans for this earth. The back-
ground must be laid and then we begin to see the
picture as the main characters are put in place.
Thus, in effect, ‘The Renewal of History’ was
what resulted from the transfer of the Throne
Seat, Bethel, to the Isles.
In the Westward journey, the tribes of Israel
received many changes of names and this con-
tributed to blindness on their part as to who they
were and where they came from. But they strug-
gles on. And as they journeyed, they found
some of their people had prepared the way. This
was the purpose of the tribe of Dan as they took
to their ships as well as in their overland jour-
neys. But they also found the people called
Phoenicians in many places who were also sea-
faring people. But they were still of the same
race, the Adamic race.
In tracing the Zarah people, the author tells us
that they left Egypt before the Exodus, and
started moving Westward although a small group
first went to the East. They lingered in Spain,
and then some moved up the coastline of
Western Europe and formed colonies along the
Western shore of Europe. Altho the bulk of the
people might be Danites, or Phoenicians, or
others of this race of people, still many, many
times their kings were of the tribe of Zarah, later

to be called the Milesians. The name Milesian
came from Milesius, Guillam or (William the
Conqueror of Ireland at a later date.) But the
name came from this soldier of Spain whose
name was Milesius. Thus we find that the
Kingship of the House of David would be
already in the West long before the transfer from
the East to the West was accomplished by
Jeremiah.
To arrive at the setting of our story, the author
tells us that Milesius married an Irish Princess
by the name of Muiream. This Princess was the
only daughter of the ruler of Ireland at that time.
And she was of the ruling line of the tribe of
Dan. To this marriage was born Eochaidh, the
Heremonn, or Heremon as he is generally
known. Heremon was the 8th and last of the
legitimate Princes of Spain. As the lad devel-
oped and grew, his father determined in his 10th
year, to send him to Ireland to complete his
education . Also it was decided that his mother,
Muiream, was to accompany him and oversee
his education.
Muiream, his mother’s name, as we have inti-
mated, was the equivalent of Miriam or Mary.
She was not only a pure descendant of the
Tuatha de Danaans, but was strangely im-
pressed with a presentment that somehow in her
the line in due time, would become extinct.
Although she never lived to be the last surviving
child and heir of Old Ard Ri Mac Greame (son
of the sun.) Nevertheless, in subtle premonition
of what the fates had yet in store, the constant
tenure of her private converse with Eochaidh
was the impending downfall of her house.
This came to pass. But not exactly as she had
dreamed. And the sunset of this Noble line of
Danaan Kings was very glorious, nor yet, with-
out the promise of a still more glorious dawn
beyond.
By Irish law the female line was fully recog-
nized. And Muiream was destined to preserve it
in a providential manner by her very marriage.
It is merely to be noted here that Eochaidh the
Heremonn, inherited the Danaan succession as
well as the Milesian (Zarah) through his parents.
There are other parallel cases to be found in
England’s history.
Muiream was well equipped to superintend the
schooling of anyone, particularly of her own
son. Carefully educated in the storied greatness
of her own people, and more than usually
learned in all the Druid mysteries which could

A Milesian
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be shared by women, nor were they few in royal
quarters, she had been most tenderly reared in
her grandfather’s court amid surroundings
which at an early age had fully developed her
superiority and queenly parts. She was the em-
bodiment of an old regime, older by far than its
brief Irish past (75 years at that time) and its
total short duration of three years. And clung to
it’s traditions with an open and determined con-
stancy and affection.
Muiream possessed the power of persuasion,
that subtle gift that comes of faith in what one
teaches. And she lost no opportunity to mold her
son who in reality, was birth-marked a Danaan
and responded to her impress.
To Muiream, the Milesian (Zarah) union had
been at first distasteful. Hence its original delay.
But Milesius was a chivalrous soldier and
actually won her love before he gained her hand.
But the hand of Destiny is still seen in some
marriages that at first proposal meet with
anything but quick response from all concerned.
Yet in the end find deeper reasons and a sound
philosophy. As a matter of fact, the union had
resulted in naught but good. And the Queen’s
life had its full share of woman’s joys.

Nor was it stripped of a far grandeur mission of
which she acquitted herself supremely well. To
Muiream’s perception, in spite of the Danaan
throne, the Milesian (Zarah) conquest of her
native land was an accomplished fact. For com-
merce had already won the issue. The land of
Erin was itself entering upon its Golden Era. Its
art, its literature, its culture had already made it
famous throughout Europe. But its commerce
had developed it. And that island owed to the
Phoenicians and latterly to their Western repre-
sentatives, the Milesian Princes the great ‘mid-
dle’ men of ancient ocean trade, until fate made
them principals by moving them to the West and
destroying their Easter market places.
It is true that there was a decisive battle in that
generation. But after all, we must view the
Milesian conquest rather in the light of Eng-
land’s by the Normans, 1635 years later, than as
a deluge which swept the land and continent
away. Indeed, the similarity between these two
invasions in their motives, methods, and results,
is noticeably striking. And reading down be-
tween the lines possesses more philosophy than
modern scribblers on the scrolls of history
dream. During the reign of Milesius and the
succeeding century, Spain was so completely

drained of the wandering sons of Zarah who
flocked to friendly coalition with the people of
kindred interests, that they have hardly left a
trace behind them on the continent. While in the
land of their adoption, they have so evidently
melted into the general mass of Irish, that as
between the Saxon and the Norman, there was
soon no possibility of discrimination and there
is less today.
But to return to Muiream’s love for her father’s
people which was her ruling motive, and with
all the qualities of a race whose women have
ever been famous, she devoted herself to the
fulfilment of her mission, which she, the gods
themselves, had prearranged. Heremonn, or as
with Danaan learning, she preferred to call him
Eochaidh, was a youth of special promise. And
like his mother a genuine Danaan. However he
was also a son of Milesius and well acquainted
with Milesian history.

Scota with Goidel voyaging from Egypt
In the meantime, Muiream was particularly
careful that her special charge should be in-
structed in the lore and history of her own peo-
ple and she brought to bear upon the task not
only her own magnetic influence but secured
the best assistance of the Elder Druids. Howev-
er, in the deeper religious mysteries, his half
brother Amhergin, who was already studying
Druidism in the same schools, turned out to be
far more proficient. Heber, another half brother,
remained at home, and under his mother Scota’s
constant tutelage, prepared to take the Kingdom
when his father should relinquish it. Thus, trou-
ble would naturally come, but Destiny would
rule.
Muiream was also busy with designs which
looked as steadily toward the consolidation of
both realms in one. But although MacGreame,
the ranking king of Ireland had no children, save
herself, and soon learned to love and admire his
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Milesian (Zarah) grandson, still to view him as
a possible heir of the Danaan throne was far
beyond his thoughts, and would have been un-
welcome. Aye, even dangerous to all con-
cerned. Thus, Muiream never broached the
topic to her father.
Throughout this sojourn in the land of Destiny,
she and Eochaidh dwelt at Cathair Crofin, for
here the Royal Palace was erected. His going in
and out among the Clans and his excellence in
manly sports of all descriptions soon endeared
him to the people. And far better known as an
athlete and a leader in all feats of arms, than as
a mere University student, and particularly, ere
he left the Irish court, in maritime adventure, he
gained the love and admiration of all with whom
he came in contact. All this had a beneficial
influence upon his fortunes when in later days,
an unfortunate occurrence brought about an open
rupture resulting in the actual conquest of Ireland
by the Milesians. And still later when the Clans
took up the topic of supremacy, between Heber
and Heremonn, in a partisan spirit.
But to return to this queenly teacher and her son.
As the time drew near when she began to antic-
ipate their recall to Spain, she redoubled her
efforts to instil Danaan learnings in the young

Prince, nor even after the summons and return,
were there wanting ample opportunities to pour
the legends of her people into his ears. The
summons came when he had reached his 18th
year, and with reluctance, she obeyed the order
to return to Spain.
In Irish history, the Eras (there were five in 497
years) belonged to different dynasties all jealous
of each other. And to this day, no one had
threaded their labyrinth. But we must not forget
that God was also in this matter, and was
disposing its several and dissevered chapters. For
purposes then future, and in methods hardly even
yet quite manifest and clear, the same
Providence was weaving in the East and West
the more or less confusing groundwork of the
Romance of the Ages. By no possibility could
the actors at either of these widely separated
termini grasp the true purpose of the whole. They
had mutually lost, in fact, the meaning of the
threads which tied their parts together, although
their halting records show they severely
followed them towards each other till their very
fibres were entwined.

To Be Continued

The Jelling Stones Of Denmark And King Canute Of
England

We reproduce here part of chapter One of the
book “Canute (Knott) the Great” by Laurence
Marcellus Larson, Ph.D.,  published in 1912
which traces the Canute family’s rise to power
along with the other powerful Viking dynasty
Rollo or Ralph of the Norman conquest fame.

Above is an illustration taken from the book of
the Jelling Stones, which are located in Jelling,
Denmark, which at the time was the seat of the
Canute family, which should be of interest to our
English readers, as King Canute was also King
of England. This only goes to prove how strong
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strong our bonds are with our cousins in Europe
who along with us are the many nations of Israel.

CHAPTER I (part)
THE HERITAGE OF CANUTE THE

GREAT

AMONG the many gigantic though
somewhat shadowy personalities of the
Viking age, two stand forth with

undisputed pre-eminence: Rolf the founder of
Normandy and Canute the Emperor of the North.
Both were sea-kings; each represents the
culmination and the close of a great migratory
movement,—Rolf of the earlier Viking period,
Canute of its later and more restricted phase. The
early history of each is uncertain and obscure;
both come suddenly forth upon the stage of
action, eager and trained for conquest. Rolf is
said to have been the outlawed son of a Norse
earl; Canute was the younger son of a Danish
king: neither had the promise of sovereignty or
of landed inheritance. Still, in the end, both
became rulers of important states—the pirate
became a constructive statesman. The work of
Rolf as founder of Normandy was perhaps the
more enduring; but far more brilliant was the
career of Canute.

Few great conquerors have had a less promising
future. In the early years of the eleventh century,
he seems to have been serving a military appren-
ticeship in a Viking fraternity on the Pomeranian
coast, preparatory, no doubt, to the profession of
a sea-king, the usual career of Northern princes
who were not seniors in birth. His only tangible
inheritance seems to have been the prestige of
royal blood which meant so much when the chief
called for recruits.

But it was not the will of the Norns that Canute
should live and die a common pirate, like his
grand-uncle Canute, for instance, who fought
and fell in Ireland: his heritage was to be greater

than what had fallen to any of his dynasty, more
than the throne of his ancestors, which was also
to be his. In a vague way he inherited the
widening ambitions of the Northern peoples who
were once more engaged in a fierce attack on the
West. To him fell also the ancient claim of the
Danish kingdom to the hegemony of the North.
But more specifically Canute inherited the
extensive plans, the restless dreams, the
imperialistic policy, and the ancient feuds of the
Knytling dynasty. Canute's career is the history
of Danish imperialism carried to a swift
realisation. What had proved a task too great for
his forbears Canute in a great measure achieved.
In England and in Norway, in Sleswick and in
Wendland, he carried the plans of his dynasty to
a successful issue. It will, therefore, be necessary
to sketch with some care the background of
Canute's career and to trace to their origins the
threads of policy that Canute took up and wove
into the web of empire. Some of these can be
followed back at least three generations to the
reign of Gorm in the beginning of the tenth
century.

In that century Denmark was easily the greatest
power in the North. From the Scanian frontiers
to the confines of modern Sleswick it extended
over "belts" and islands, closing completely the
entrance to the Baltic. There were Danish out-
posts on the Slavic shores of modern Prussia; the
larger part of Norway came for some years to be
a vassal state under the great earl, Hakon the
Bad; the Wick, which comprised the shores of
the great inlet that is now known as the
Christiania Firth, was regarded as a component
part of the Danish monarchy, though in fact the
obedience rendered anywhere in Norway was
very slight.

In the legendary age a famous dynasty known as
the Shieldings appears to have ruled over Danes
and Jutes. The family took its name from a
mythical ancestor, King Shield, whose coming
to the Daneland is told in the opening lines of
the Old English epic Beowulf. The Shieldings
were worthy descendants of their splendid
progenitor: they possessed in full measure the
royal virtues of valour, courage, and munificent
hospitality. How far their exploits are to be
regarded as historic is a problem that does not
concern us at present; though it seems likely that
the Danish foreworld is not without its historic
realities.
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Whether the kings of
Denmark in the tenth
century were of
Shielding ancestry is a
matter of doubt; the
probabilities are that
they sprang from a
different stem. The
century opened with
Gorm (left) the Aged,
the great-grandfather
of Canute, on the
throne of Shield,

ruling all the traditional regions of Denmark,—
Scania, the Isles, and Jutland—but apparently
residing at Jelling near the southeast corner of
the peninsula, not far from the Saxon frontier.
Tradition remembers him as a tall and stately
man, but a dull and indolent king, wanting in all
the elements of greatness. In this case, however,
tradition is not to be trusted. Though we have
little real knowledge of Danish history in Gorm's
day, it is evident that his reign was a notable one.
At the close of the ninth century, the monarchy
seems to have faced dissolution; the sources tell
of rebellious vassals, of a rival kingdom in South
Jutland, of German interference in other parts of
the Jutish peninsula.

Though legend has not dealt kindly with the
King himself, it has honoured the memory of his
masterful Queen. Thyra was clearly a superior
woman. Her nationality is unknown, but it seems
likely that she was of Danish blood, the daughter
of an earl in the Holstein country. To this day
she is known as Thyra Daneboot (Danes'
defence) —a term that first appears on the
memorial stone that her husband raised at Jelling
soon after her death. In those days Henry the
Fowler ruled in Germany and showed hostile
designs on Jutland. In 934, he attacked the
Viking chiefs in South Jutland and reduced their
state to the position of a vassal realm. Apparently
he also encouraged them to seek compensation
in Gorm's kingdom. To protect the peninsula
from these dangers a wall was built across its
neck between the Schley inlet and the Treene
River. This was the celebrated Danework,
fragments of which can still be seen. In this
undertaking the Queen was evidently the moving
force and spirit. Three years, it is said, were
required to complete Thyra's great fortification.
The material character of the Queen's
achievement doubtless did much to preserve a
fame that was highly deserved; at the same time,

it may have suggested comparisons that were not
to the advantage of her less fortunate consort.
The Danework, however, proved only a
temporary frontier; a century later Thyra's great
descendant Canute pushed the boundary to the
Eider River and the border problem found a
fairly permanent solution.

Jelling
Church, the
church on

this site goes
back to 965.

In the Shielding age, the favourite seat of royalty
was at Lethra (Leire) in Zealand, at the head of
Roeskild Firth. Here, no doubt, was located the
famous hall Heorot, of which we read in
Beowulf. There were also king's garths else-
where; the one at Jelling has already been
mentioned as the residence of Gorm and Thyra.
After the Queen's death her husband raised at
Jelling, after heathen fashion, a high mound in
her honour, on the top of which a rock was
placed with a brief runic inscription:

Gorm the king raised this stone in memory of
Thyra his wife, Denmark's defence.

The runologist Ludvig Wimmer believes that the
inscription on the older Jelling stone dates from
the period 935-940; a later date is scarcely
probable. The Queen evidently did not long
survive the famous “defence.”

A generation later, perhaps about the year 980,
Harold Bluetooth, Gorm's son and successor,
raised another mound at Jelling, this one,
apparently, in honour of his father. The two
mounds stand about two hundred feet apart; at
present each is about sixty feet high, though the
original height must have been considerably
greater. Midway between them the King placed
a large rock as a monument to both his parents,
which in addition to its runic dedication bears a
peculiar blending of Christian symbols and
heathen ornamentation. The inscription is also
more elaborate than that on the lesser stone:

“Harold the king ordered this memorial to be
raised in honour of Gorm his father and Thyra
his mother, the Harold who won all Denmark
and Norway and made the Danes Christians.”
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In one sense the larger stone is King Harold's
own memorial. It is to be observed that the
inscription credits the King with three notable
achievements: the unification of Denmark, the
conquest of Norway, and the introduction of
Christianity. The allusion to the winning of
Denmark doubtless refers to the suppression of
revolts, perhaps more specifically to the annihila-
tion of the vining realm and dynasty south of the
Danework (about 950).2 In his attitude toward
his southern neighbours Harold continued the
policy of Gorm and Thyra: wars for defence
rather than for territorial conquest.

It is said that King Harold became a Christian
(about 960) as the result of a successful appeal
to the judgment of God by a zealous clerk named
Poppo. The heated iron (or iron gauntlet, as Saxo
has it) was carried the required distance, but
Poppo's hand sustained no injury. Whatever be
the truth about Poppo's ordeal, it seems evident
that some such test was actually made, as the
earliest account of it that of Widukind of Corvey,
was written not more than a decade after the

event. The importance of the ordeal is manifest:
up to this time the faith had made but small
headway in the Northern countries. With the
conversion of a king, however, a new situation
was created : Christianity still had to continue
its warfare against the old gods, but signs of
victory were multiplying. One of the first fruits
of Harold Bluetooth's conversion was the Church
of the Holy Trinity, built at Roeskild by royal
command, —a church that long held an
honoured place in the Danish establishment. In
various ways the history of this church closely
touches that of the dynasty itself : here the bones
of the founder were laid; here, too, his ungrateful
son Sweyn found quiet for his restless spirit ; and
it was in this church where Harold's grandson,
Canute the Great, stained and violated sanctuary
by ordering the murder of Ulf, his sister's
husband.

This book is downloadable free from the New
Ensign web site:

http://http://newensign.christsassembly.com/

Ask In My Name – No More Call Me “Baali”
By

Dr. Wesley A. Swift
Dr. Wesley &
Mrs Swift, 1963

As Yahshua
The Messi-
ah walked

with His disciples,
He explained many
things, and He said
unto them:
"WHATSOEVER
ye shall ask in MY

NAME, I WILL DO IT " (John Chapter 14).
We have arrived at a very important period
in our history, a time when the declarations
of John will come to pass. The Prophet Joel
also tells us in Chapter 2 that when we are
in trouble as a nation, when the powers of
darkness begin to overcome us, at that time
" ... whosoever shall call on the Name of
Yahweh shall be delivered: For in Mount
Zion and in Jerusalem shall be deliverance
..." (Mount Zion and Jerusalem are modern

names for Yahweh's Israel people.)
Throughout history we find a very signifi-
cant thing: Israel has served ONE ETER-
NAL GOD, His Name is YAHWEH. I have
not used the Name of Yahweh without au-
thorization.

In Psalm 83, verse 18, we find these words:
"That men may know that Thou Whose
Name alone is YAHWEH art the Most High
over all the earth." As Yahweh unveiled the
Scriptures to Moses, we find that He was
always Yahweh to His children, who were
Elohim. He was El. And His children were
known as the children of El. Also, the Name
YAH was used. It means "self-
existing".....YAHWEH ALMIGHTY.

One of the hardest problems we have today
is that of semantics. You all fall into the
patterns of semantics because of the lan-
guage you speak and the words with which
you are familiar. Thus, down through histo-
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ry an error has been sowed into your Race,
and it is hard to remove because you have
been thinking in another name and another
form. The word "God", for instance, is now
found in both the Old and New Testaments.
In every possible place the translators have
put the word "God", and many people think
having this word in our Scriptures is an
important thing; but I point out to you that
the word "God" does not mean what you
think it does. NO! The word "God" does
NOT mean "THE ETERNAL DEITY," as
you have been led to believe. It is the term
for the abstract -- Baal, the deity of Babylon.
Therefore, the term "God", which is used
for YAHWEH, is an abomination!

We discover that as the Israelites went out
of Egypt, they called His Name YAHWEH,
and they knew that HE would be embodied
in the flesh as Yahshua The Messiah --
because YAH is Yahweh, and Shua is Sav-
ior. Thus, we say, "Yahweh Savior." The
Israelites and the Adamic Race from days of
Adam had no other name. To them through-
out history He was the El....Yahweh...
Yahshua.

Then we find
that the Israel-
ites grew rest-
less and wanted
to be like the
people of earth.
They desired an
earthly king,
and this was
granted to them
so as to be an
example of gov-
ernment for
those of Israel
who would

come to earth at the end of the age. Under
earthly kings would come tragedy to Yah-
weh's children, because some of their kings
would marry outside their Race such wom-
en as Jezebel the Canaanite, who brought
Baal priests into Israel.

Those who worshiped Baal had been under
the domination of Lucifer since he had

swept into this world. All of his children and
those of his kingdom worshiped Baal in the
name of God.

Thus crept into the Israel nation this idea
that they should worship the god, Baal. In
this manner the Name of Yahweh was taken
out of their mouths as the Scripture declared
it would be.

In those days merchants came in Israel and
His people liked the prosperity, and they
said, in essence, We will bow the knee, but
we are not going to believe like they do.
Thus, almost without realizing what was
going on, they came under the sway of the
Baal priest. As a consequence Yahweh took
His Glory out of the mercy seat in the tem-
ple of Jerusalem and stored it in the heav-
ens. This was a great lesson for His people,
because His Glory will not shine over Israel
as they worship strange gods. This brought
about the chastisement of His children and
the mark of seven times was put on them, or
2,520 years of migration from the mid-east
lands. During this time there were those of
the Israel people who followed the true
pattern of Yahweh, and carried forward the
true Faith; but others followed Baal and
have been under bondage to false gods.

After 70 years of captivity, as the remnant
of Judah and Benjamin with their comple-
ment of Levi came out of the course of their
service in Babylon, where many had been
taught by the Baal priests. These Baal
priests came with them and now moved to
establish their headquarters on the Isle of
Pergamus. (Later, Yahshua The Messiah,
Whom we today call Jesus Christ, told you
that this Isle was the seat of Satan.) Under
the influence of false priests, the Israel peo-
ple in Old Judea were now told that to use
the Name of Yahweh was a sacrilegious
thing for a man to do; they were to use the
word "God." Then the word "Adonai," or
"Lord," was added, this being a special at-
tribute to Baal himself. "Adonai," or "Lord"
meant "god Baal," and Israel was not to use
these words when The Almighty's Personal
Name was thought or spoken. Here seman-
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tics were creeping up on the children of
Israel, and they were not too aware of what
was happening. In their minds they thought
the words "God" and "Lord" meant Yahweh
-- YAH of their history. Thus began the
calling of The Almighty Yahweh: "God"
and "Lord," in their speaking and praying to
Him.

The Apostle
Paul wrote
many things
concerning The
Most High, and
he wrote "Yah-
weh." He wrote
that The Al-
mighty Yah-
weh was
embodied as
Yahshua. Paul
knew that the
Greek's greatest
god was Zeus,

and that in Greek writings and theology
Zeus was The Almighty Yahweh. So in
writing and talking to the Greeks (who were
of the wandering Israelites), he thought they
might understand better, since at that time
there were many gods, if he said Yah-Zeus.
He did this to capture the pattern of their
thinking and to convince them that Yahweh
was The Almighty, The Holy One of Israel.
The Greeks brought this out in their early
translations of the Bible. Later, in the trans-
lation of the King James version, the Name
Yahshua degenerated to the word "Jesus,"
Yah-Zeus. Thus, today in this version of the
Scriptures we have Jesus Christ instead of
Yahshua The Messiah.

We know that Yahweh is an understanding
Father, and He knows unto Whom we pray,
but He does make a declaration concerning
this matter that we should take into consid-
eration: "Whatsoever ye ask in MY NAME,
THAT I WILL DO." ...MY NAME! (Let us
reason together. Common sense tells us all
that if someone called on us in OTHER
THAN our own name, we would hesitate to
answer. Our Heavenly Father is, above all

things, reasonable. Then, is this truth so
difficult to understand?)

The whole plan of the Baal religion was to
get the people of Israel to stop calling in the
Name of Yahweh. Satan is afraid of the
Name of Yahweh, and today the Jews hate
it, as they always have. Satan and his chil-
dren recognize the Name of Yahweh, and
they tremble when it is used. In the writing
of the Prophet Hosea, we find that Yahweh
talks to you the Israel people, and He talks
about Israel's adulteries, and how she has
been wooed into worshiping gods of stran-
gers, and how He has chastised His wife
Israel. Still, there have been some of Israel
all down through their history who have
never strayed who have never bowed to a
pagan god and generally speaking until we
in the United States started the National
Council of Churches and the fallacies of
modern theology, we had come through
almost 2,000 years in the service of the
RIGHT ONE, as we have recognized
Yahshua The Messiah as Jesus The Christ.
We have recognized the areas of our chas-
tisement which was not completed until
after the 2,520 years at which time (July 4,
1776) Manasseh became a nation the United
States of America. When we apply the time
measures, we find that they come out accu-
rately, and the final developments of history
are as described. Throughout the writings of
the Prophet Hosea in Chapter 2 then, we
hear Yahweh speak to His people, saying: "I
will allure MY bride, MY wife Israel, and
speak comfortably unto her, and in that day
Israel shall call ME, Yahweh, Ishi (meaning
Beloved, Husband) and she will no more
call me Baali."

Today we hear people say, O God help us;
and ministers tell us to pray to God. But
actually, perhaps Yahweh is getting tired of
being called "God," which is NOT His
Name but is, instead, the pattern in the wor-
ship of Baal. Incidentally, back in the days
of old Babylon, one of the pagan gods that
was worshiped was a statue of a great dog:
And its name was God!
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We know that we have the declaration that
the day is coming when HE will take the
name of Baali out of mouths and bring back
to our memory the fact that His Name is
Yahweh. We hear today some people who
say: 0 how I love the Name of Jesus; I
couldn't call him anything else. Of course,
you love the Name of Jesus because in your
heart you love Yahshua The Messiah. And
why? Because you are the children of Yah-
weh, and you love The Messiah because He
is the embodied Yahweh. The Holy One of
Israel.

We find in check-
ing the writings of
different transla-
tors that Moffatt
(left) speaks of the
use of the Name
Yahweh; and in
the introduction
of his works Mof-
fatt says: Strictly
speaking this
ought to be ren-
dered Yahweh,

and none else. The Name is familiar to the
modern readers as Jehovah, and were this
version intended for students instead of just
our reading, I would print the Name Yah-
weh wherever the True Name of God is
declared. I would put in the word Eternal,
for the word "Yahweh" does mean The
Eternal Self Existing Deity.

In the 1827 version of the Smith Bible Dic-
tionary, the name of Lord was substituted
for the first time for Yahweh. Then they
admit that this was an unfortunate thing
because Lord in no way represents the
meaning of the sacred Name. They go on to
say that the mind constantly has to guard
against infusion with its lower uses, because
the direct personal hearing of the words
"God" and "Lord" are very injurious as
these words apply to Baal and not to The
Yahweh of the Scriptures. Today, however,
everyone walks in this trap: If we don't call
HIM God and Lord, people do not under-
stand about Whom we are talking.

Rotherham in his works devotes a whole
chapter to THE NAME, and points out the
reasons for its suppression, making it clear
that the consequence thereof may rightly be
laid upon the Baal priest. It therefore is
concluded that the suppression of The Name
was entailed upon the reader, and especially
upon the hearer, as an irreparable loss. The
suppression of The Name was grave mis-
take and it cannot be corrected too soon.
Unwarranted liberty has been taken, and the
path of our humility will be to retrace our
steps and again to assume the Name of
Yahweh. Then Rotherham fell into the same
trap and said: "Of course people would not
understand what I am talking about if I did
not use the words God and Lord." So he set
the pattern more firmly for the time of our
lives.

Today this is a distasteful subject because
many people will not even listen if you do
not call The Eternal Yahweh "Lord" or
"God," but truly they are fighting The Al-
mighty, as He said: "I will take the name of
Baali out of your mouths, and put MY
NAME back so that you will pray to ME."
Under this pattern, then, I point out to you
that when you pray and would like an an-
swer, pray in His Name ... Yahweh. Our
Heavenly Father (and even Elijah in I
Kings, Chapter 18) made this declaration:
"If Yahsuhua be Yahweh, The El, follow
Him: but if Baal, then follow him."

We turn to our entire New Testament and
find so much that needs corrections, but
even here we find (Matthew 6:9) that when
The Messiah Whom we call Christ was
giving a prayer to His disciples, He told
them to Pray thus: "Our Father Which art in
heaven, hallowed be Thy Name." Most sa-
cred, most revered, Absolute Power.... a
NAME above every name, a NAME that the
whole world will feature and before Which
the whole world trembles; a NAME feared
by the enemies of darkness. Of course, in
the days that we find Yahshua The Messiah,
the Christ, teaching and preaching, He was
referred to as Yahshua of Nazareth. His
enemies hated Him; but no wonder, for He
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was the embodiment of Yahweh, and tem-
ples of that day were using the abortive
pattern of the symbols of God and Lord in
place of His Name.

There is never a question of the appointed
pattern of measure and what it stands for: "I
am YAHWEH: That is MY Name, and My
Glory will I not give to another [name],
neither My praise to graven images."(Isaiah
42:8) Then for another witness we note in
Psalm 135:13: "O YAHWEH, Thy Name
abideth for Ages of Ages; Thy memorial 0
YAHWEH, throughout all generations."
Jeremiah was also to say: "Thus saith YAH-
WEH, thy Maker, YAHWEH is the Name;
call Me and I will answer thee, I will show
thee great and hidden things which thou
knowest not." Yahshua The Messiah said: "I
have manifested Thy Name unto men which
Thou gavest Me out of the world." Did you
notice that not all men whom The Father
(The Great Spirit) had sent?

In Chapter 43 of Isaiah we read: "Thus say
I, Yahweh, Who formed thee, O Jacob, He
Who formed thee O Israel; I have redeemed
thee, I have called thee, and thou art Mine.
When thou passeth through the waters I will
be with thee, and when thou passeth through
the rivers they shall not overflow thee, and
when thou passeth through the fire thou
shalt not be burned for I am YAHWEH, thy,
El, I am YAHWEH, The Holy One of Isra-
el." In other words, I am Yahweh Thy
Yahshua. And He makes this declaration: "I
would give Ethiopia for you; I would give
Egypt for you. You have been precious in
My sight."

I am just pointing out that in all of the
declaration of theology there has never been
any excuse for putting aside the Name of
Yahweh, and all the scholarship in the world
admits this fact. I am not talking about the
modern-day ministers coming out of the
seminaries because they are led away from
any controversy, and they do not know
about the Name of Yahweh or Yahshua, or
even the meaning of Baal. In fact, they are
only told that as long as men worship, that's

good. We have so long used the words
"God" and "Lord" that we find it weaving in
and out our vocabularies unconsciously.
And even those who translate and are work-
ing on the Scriptures find themselves doing
this until they say that only by the miracle
of Yahweh and by His Spirit can this area of
error be taken out of the mouths of His
people. This is one of the tremendous areas
of error that even the Apostle Paul saw as
the gods of this world were taking over.

In Corinthians
we are told that
if the Gospel is
hid to you, then
it is hid to them
that be lost. This
is talking about
the pagan
hordes of Jewry,
because Yahsh-

ua said: "The spirit of truth is not in them."
He also said to the Jews that they were like
unto their father, that they lacked all under-
standing, that they had no capacity for the
Truth, which was Yahshua. Thus, why
should anyone go out and try to convert the
Jews after Yahshua said this about them?
Under this great pattern of acknowledgment
we are to note that if our Gospel be hid, then
it is hid to those that are lost, for when it hits
the House of Israel, it rings a bell. The
Gospel is the plan of Yahweh through the
seed of the promise to build His Kingdom,
and to take back the earth from the hands of
the usurpers, the Jews in our world of today.
This is why you are here, as you are the
household, you are the descendants of The
Eternal Yahweh. You do not have to "meas-
ure up to" the pattern of the world and its
laws. You should only be interested in the
Laws of Yahweh thy Yahshua.

We find in the Book of Corinthians this fact:
The god of this world is Lucifer...Baal...and
he has blinded the minds of the Asiatics, his
children the Jews and others until they can-
not see the Truth of Yahshua The Messiah.
This is why Paul said: " We preach Yah-
weh-Yahshua, and we are the servants of
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Yahshua, for Yahweh hath commanded the
light to shine out of darkness, and He hath
enjoined our hearts to give light to the
knowledge of the Glory of Yahweh in the
face of His embodiment, Yahshua." These
are the words that Paul wrote to the Philip-
pians: "That every tongue shall confess that
Yahshua is Yahweh, and the Glory of The
Eternal Spirit." (translated in the Scriptures
as Father).

In his writings to the Thessalonians (11
Thessalonians 2) Paul is very disturbed, as
he knows that the forces of anti-Christ will
grow, and their power will work against the
household of The Most High. He sees that
they will fight His Church, and he sees that
a great many people will be swept into that
Church and swept out of it in a great falling-
away. So Paul says: "We beseech you,
brethren, by the coming of our Yahshua,
and by our gathering unto our Messiah, that
ye be not shaken in your mind, or troubled,
neither by spirit, nor by word, nor by letter,
as we give you this day The Word. The day
of Christ is at hand. Let no man deceive you
by any means: for before that day comes
there shall come a falling-away first, that the
man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition.
Ever increasing will be the number of anti-
Christs, for whosoever denies that Yahshua
has come in the flesh is anti-Christ."

We see also in 11 Thessalonians that there
will always be one supreme leader of the
hosts of anti-Christ, and in the final scenes
and acts, the very impersonation of Lucifer
himself will be in this way... one leader.
Therefore the Apostle Paul said: "... the son
of perdition; who opposes and exalts him-
self above all that is called Deity, or that is
worshiped; for He calls Himself Yahweh
and sits in the temple of Yahweh, and He
will show Himself forth as Yahweh. Re-
member therefore what I have said to you:
Know that whatsoever might be revealed in
his own time, the mystery of iniquity is
already at work. Only he who now hin-
dereth shall be taken away . Then shall the
wicked be revealed. ...Yahshua shall con-
sume this wicked one with the Spirit of His

Mouth and the brightness of His coming.
Yahshua shall destroy even him whose
coming is after the working of Satan, with
all the power of Satan, and all the wonders
he is able to produce with all the deceits and
unrighteousness. The unrighteous will per-
ish because they received not the truth by
which they might be saved, and Yahweh is
opposing their darkness. And for this cause
God shall send them strong delusion, that
they should believe a lie.

All right, who sent this strong delusion?
None other than god Baal. Yahweh does not
send a delusion to any of His creation, and
this is what the Apostle Paul tells you.

Today we have one
absolutely undeni-
able rule, this being
that He will answer
any prayer under
heaven, in the pat-
tern of His King-
dom, that is asked
IN HIS NAME. No
wonder that when
Daniel called forth:

"O Yahweh-Yahshua of Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob" that the mouths of the lions were
closed! No wonder then that David would
call on Yahweh, and then move forward
with whole hordes of the enemy around
him, that he and his armor bearer could
stand and hold off as many as 800 to 1,000
men by themselves when they had this fan-
tastic power of The Name of Yahweh!

It will be a wonderful and remarkable thing
when the Church of the Living EL comes
forth to call on The Name of Yahweh for
deliverance! When we begin calling on
YAHWEH and acknowledge the pattern of
Yahshua, we will accomplish great things.
For any man can approach unto the Majesty
of The Almighty One in the Name of
Yahshua. Today we have His promise; Yah-
weh has declared: "They who call upon My
Name shall be delivered."
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So let us hold Yahweh to His promise and
call on the Name of Yahweh our Yahshua
for the deliverance of our nation and for the
House of Israel in total. And remember that
Yahweh said, "My Glory and My Praise I
will not give to any other name."

There is no room today for a vacillating
Christianity with the challenge that lies be-
fore it. There is no greater power than the
instrument of true Faith in the hearts of the
children of Yahweh when they recognize
what He has accomplished and what He has
purposed.

"For gold is tried
in the fire, and
acceptable men
in the furnace of
adversity. "Ec-
clesiastes 2:5

Editor's note: The
Ever-Living
Yahweh said to
His people
through Jeremi-
ah: "Yet I had

planted thee a noble vine, wholly a right
seed..." (Jeremiah 2:21). The word "Pride"
has fallen into inordinate disuse in modern
times. As given in Webster's Twentieth
Century Dictionary, the unabridged Dic-
tionary by Noah Webster LL.D., the mean-
ing here is "a noble self-esteem arising from
consciousness of upright conduct, noble ac-
tions, or the like; an appreciation of one's
own character, dignity, or position, causing
aversion to whatever is considered unwor-
thy; self-respect." (Emphasis above by ed.)
In this regard the word "noble" is worthy of
perusal: "Great; elevated; dignified; being
above everything that can dishonor reputa-
tion; as a noble mind; a noble courage;
noble deeds of valor... sublime... magnifi-
cent; stately; splendid; of an excellent dis-
position, ready to receive truth; as a noble
heart. Of the best kind; choice; excellent; as
a noble vine."

"If truth be not diffused, error will be; if
God and His Word are not known and re-

ceived, the devil and his works gain the
ascendancy." Daniel Webster

"Great things must be done greatly, with a
great purpose, a great mind, a great energy,
and a great persistent patience." E.B.
Browning

PEACE

The peace that passes all understanding re-
mains for the children of the Everliving:
The peace He assured them in the promise
of redemption he said He would establish in
their hearts. That peace is the cognition of
the Holy Spirit of Yahweh, the majestic
pattern of the Mind of Yahweh, sweeping
down upon His children and awakening
their consciousness and their souls, and
bringing them into adjustment with His pat-
tern and purpose. This was to follow the
work of the Almighty Who was to come as
the Savior. He will speak peace to his peo-
ple and to His Saints, His believing off-
spring!

Your Race is definitely apart, and has noth-
ing in common with the temples of idols or
with peoples whose pagan background and
concepts of witchcraft have been inherited
throughout the years.

We must lead out to attack the powers of
darkness. We must break the powers of evil
and of witch doctors of all types. We must
overthrow the idol kingdoms. We must lift
up the standards of Righteousness and
Truth.

Do you wonder how Adamic errors could
come down upon all men throughout all
periods of time? In these processes of mito-
sis you have remembrance of the violation
of law! This is one reason why under the
policies of Yahweh's pattern, He promised
that He, Himself, would come to make a
consummate atonement to set men free from
the remembered pattern of guilt complexes
related to violation of Divine Law. Having
assumed this guilt complex and having tak-
en it from you by nailing it with Him to His
cross, He set you free to accomplish the
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spiritually-guided development of civiliza-
tion and culture as He planned it, and He
declared that the kingdoms of this world
shall become the Kingdom of Yahweh!

Yahweh by the power of the Divine Energy
of His Spirit, concentrating the life force
and presenting His Own Life Spirit through
the process of miracles, emerged a Man
among men. The enemies of Christ have
tried to garble the story. It was written very
clearly in the Alexandrian text. However,
we have the whole story out of the writing
of Clement, and there is no error, only add-
ed knowledge to complete the sequence of
events.

Remember that Matthew tells you Christ's
mother Mary was espoused to Joseph and
before they came together she found herself

with Child of the Holy Spirit. This is a
foundation cardinal point of the Christian
Faith. The great creative Holy Spirit of Yah-
weh, the mighty power creative energy
force of His universe, the very Life Force of
all life, having emerged forth out of the
Eternal, had accomplished the purpose of
embodying Himself in the womb of a vir-
gin. Because He accomplished the miracle
of His Own birth we know that He can do
anything else He said He would do. Thus, I
want you to know that Yahweh's Word
holds a great deliverance for you who are
the household of His Kingdom.

This from a transcript of a Sermon preached
by Dr. Swift on 28th August 1966 -

End OS11946

Is This 'Safe' Herbicide Poisoning The World's Water
Supply?

By Dr. Mercola

Monsanto, the world leader in the
production of genetically
engineered  (GE) staple crops, has

long claimed that its broad-spectrum herbicide
Roundup is safe.

In fact, they have even used the following
slogans to describe it:

· "It's Safer than Mowing"

· "Biodegradable"

· "Environmentally Friendly"

What we are now finding out -- unfortunately
long afterhundreds of millions of pounds of the

chemical have already been applied to U.S. soil
-- is that Roundup is proving to be a pervasive
environmental threat, one that may already be
poisoning a good portion of the world's
remaining natural water supply.

Roundup is Contaminating Groundwater
Supplies

The quantity of glyphosate, the active ingredient
in Roundup, in the environment has been
difficult to analyze due to its physicochemical
properties, such as its relatively low molecular
weight and low organic solvent solubility.

However, a recent study used a magnetic particle
immunoassay to test for the presence of
glyphosate in roughly 140 samples of
groundwater from Catalonia, Spain.

The analysis found that glyphosate was present
above the limit of quantification in 41 percent of
the samples.

 As noted on GreenMedInfo.com, this indicates
"that, despite manufacturer's claims, it does not
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break down rapidly in the environment, and is
accumulating there in concerning quantities."

Groundwater, which is water from rain, lakes,
streams or other bodies of water that soaks into
soil and bedrock, can easily become
contaminated when chemicals in the soil with
low biodegradability and high mobility empty
into it.

When groundwater is used as a drinking water
source, this contamination poses a risk to
animals, plants and humans alike. The U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
explains further:

"Contaminated groundwater can hurt animals,
plants, or humans only if it is first removed from
the ground by manmade or natural processes.
In many parts of the world, groundwater is
pumped out of the ground so it can be used as a
source of water for drinking, bathing, other
household uses, agriculture, and industry. In
addition, groundwater can reach the surface
through natural pathways such as springs.

Contaminated groundwater can affect the

quality of drinking and other types of water
supplies when it reaches the surface.
Contaminated groundwater can affect the health
of animals and humans when they drink or bathe
in water contaminated by the groundwater or
when they eat organisms that have themselves
been affected by groundwater contamination."

That glyphosate has been detected beyond the
limit of quantification in 41 percent of
groundwater samples tested reveals yet another
concerning "side effect" of its rampant use:
namely, that it is not biodegrading in the soil, as

previously assumed by many scientists, rather,
is trickling down below the soil to the
groundwater, where processes of biodegradation
are much slower, and the opportunity for it to
accumulate to toxic levels is much greater. These
findings have devastating environmental and
human health implications, as glyphosate is the
most widely used herbicide in the world and is
being found virtually everywhere it has been
tested…

Glyphosate is Also Found in Air and Rain
Samples

The results of the first report on the ambient
levels of glyphosate and its major degradation
product, aminomethylphosphonic acid (AMPA)
in air and rain water were  published in the
journal Environmental Toxicology and
Chemistry  in March 2011. The samples were
collected during two growing seasons in
Mississippi and Iowa. Glyphosate was detected
in 60 to 100 percent of all air and rain samples,
which lends further credence to the fact that
Roundup does not readily break down in the
environment, but rather is lingering all around
us.

In 2009, a  French court found Monsanto
guilty  of falsely advertising its herbicide as
"biodegradable," "environmentally friendly" and
claiming it "left the soil clean." The truth is that
Roundup is anything BUT environmentally
friendly.   Even Monsanto's own tests showed
that only 2 percent of the herbicide broke down
after 28 days, which means it readily persists in
the environment!

Unfortunately, thus far the United States has
chosen to ignore the warning signs and allows
the deceitful marketing and unabated use of
glyphosate herbicides like Roundup.

On a brighter note, the EPA is finally looking
into the damaging effects of glyphosate on
humans and the environment and plans to make
a decision regarding its future by 2015. At that
time, Roundup could either continue to be used
as it is now, be required to have some
modifications to its use or be banned entirely
from use within the United States.

What are the Health Risks of This Latest
Creation from the Makers of Agent Orange?
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Biotech giant Monsanto has created some of the
most dangerous products on the planet, including
Agent Orange, dioxin, recombinant bovine
growth hormone (rBGH) and genetically
modified seeds. Glyphosate, aka Roundup, is
shaping up to be one of the more dangerous
notches on Monsanto's belt, not only because of
the sheer magnitude of its use, but also because
it has already been linked to more than  20
adverse health effects, including birth defects.

A recent report from Earth Open Source further
revealed that Roundup herbicide not only causes

birth defects, but
industry regulators
have known this
for years and did
nothing about it.
After reviewing
industry studies
and regulatory
documents used to
approve Roundup,
they noted:

· I n d u s t r y
(including Monsanto) has known since the
1980s that glyphosate causes
malformations in experimental animals at
high doses

· Industry has known since 1993 that these
effects could also occur at lower and mid
doses

· The German government has known since
at least 1998 that glyphosate causes
malformations

· The EU Commission's expert scientific
review panel knew in 1999 -- and the EU
Commission has known since 2002 -- that
glyphosate causes malformations

This isn't surprising, considering a 2009 study
tested formulations of Roundup that were highly
diluted (up to 100,000 times or more) on human
cells, and even then the cells died within 24
hours! They also found damage to cell
membranes and DNA, along with an inhibition
of cell respiration. Additionally:

· Glyphosate is suspected of causing genetic
damage, infertility and cancer.

· Laboratory studies have identified adverse
effects of glyphosate-containing products
in all standard categories of toxicological
testing. In  one animal study, rats given
1,000 mg/kg of glyphosate resulted in a 50
percent mortality rate, and skeletal
alterations were observed in over 57
percent of fetuses!

· The surfactant ingredient in Roundup is
more acutely toxic than glyphosate itself,
and the combination of the two is even
more toxic.

What Does Roundup in Groundwater Mean
for the Environment?

The outlook doesn't look good, as glyphosate is
acutely toxic to fish, frogs and birds and can kill
beneficial insects and soil organisms that
maintain ecological balance.

Numerous studies  have also shown that
glyphosate is contributing not only to the huge
increase in Sudden Death Syndrome (SDS), a
serious plant disease, but also to an outbreak of
some 40 different plant and crop diseases! It
weakens plants and promotes disease in a
number of ways, including:

· Acting as a chelator of vital nutrients,
depriving plants of the nutrients necessary
for healthy plant function

· Destroying beneficial soil organisms that
suppress disease-causing organisms and
help plants absorb nutrients

· Interfering with photosynthesis, reducing
water use efficiency, shortening root
systems and causing plants to release
sugars, which changes soil pH

· Stunting and weakening plant growth

The herbicide doesn't destroy plants directly;
instead, it creates a unique "perfect storm" of
conditions that activates disease-causing
organisms in the soil, while at the same time
wiping out plant defences against those diseases.

One More Reason Why Evaluating Your
Drinking Water for Chemicals is so

Important
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Unfortunately, drinking water contamination is
more the rule rather than the exception, and this
is true whether your water comes from a well or
a municipal source.

If you have well water, unless you are getting
your water from a well that is located 800 feet
or more below the ground surface, chances are
your well water has been contaminated by some,
if not many toxic substances that have been
dumped into the ground soil over past decades.
In fact, you'd be hard pressed to find a natural
well in the United States that hasn't been affected
by some type of chemical such as Roundup from
the surrounding soil.

If you live in a city and rely on the local water
processing plant to provide you with clean water,
you also cannot blindly trust that your water is

clean.

Sen. Frank
Lautenberg, D-N.J.
recently told  ABC
News that there are
more than 140
chemicals in U.S.
drinking water
supplies that are not
regulated by the
EPA. This includes,
g a s o l i n e ,

pesticides,  rocket fuel, prescription drugs and
more.

most comprehensive test kit I recommend is
from National Testing Laboratories. We have
these test kits available at cost, a significant
discount from the standard online price. If you're
interested, you can purchase a test kit for Well
Water or for City Water.

If contaminants are present, a whole house
filtration system will provide the most
comprehensive solution. I recommend a system
that uses at least 60 pounds of filter media and
can produce eight or more gallons a minute.
When you are running two different showers,
the dishwasher and the kitchen sink at the same
time, you'll find out why these minimum levels
are so important.

You also need to look for a whole house water
filter that has three separate stages of
contamination removal:

· Stage one removes sediment

· Stage two removes chlorine and heavy
metals

· Stage three should be a heavy-duty carbon
filter for removing hormones, drug
residues, chemicals, pesticides, and
herbicides

You want to look for granular carbon in the
carbon filter, not a solid block of carbon. The
granular carbon allows for better water flow,
which translates to more water pressure and
better filtering properties as well.

You also want to look for NSF certification,
which ensures your water filter is meeting
national standards. NSF certification is not given
before a product can prove it removes everything
it claims to remove. It's also good to makes sure
all particles under .8 microns are being filtered
out of the water. A lower number is actually
better, but .8 microns is the standard I
recommend because that covers most bacteria,
viruses and VOCs.

Why Avoiding Genetically Modified Foods
May Help Stop Glyphosate Water

Contamination

Genetically engineered crops have vastly
increased the use of glyphosate, as the so-called
"Roundup Ready" soybean, cotton and corn
crops allow farmers to spray Roundup directly
onto their fields without killing the crops.
Ordinarily, if you were to spray Roundup, or any
other glyphosate-based herbicide, onto a plant,
it would rapidly die.

GM crops that are resistant to Roundup are the
most widely sold GM varieties. So if you eat GM
foods, there is a very good chance those foods
contain Roundup residues -- and possibly hefty
amounts of them.

So what can you do?

In your own home, you can:
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· Avoid using glyphosate-containing weed
killers on your lawn and garden

· Buy organic foods to avoid both
genetically modified crops and agricultural
chemicals like glyphosate

If you still want to purchase some processed
foods, make sure you avoid those that may

contain GM ingredients. This would be any food
product containing any of the following
ingredients, or any derivative thereof, unless
labeled USDA 100% Organic:

The End OS20928

Ireland And Our Treasonous Politicians
From Our South Of England Correspondent

Following on from a speech given by
Rudyard Kipling in Tunbridge Wells in
1925, as published in the last issue of the

New Ensign, on how our brethren in Ireland
were literally “sold down the river” by the MPs
of that time so as not to endanger the Bill going
through the House which would enable them to
be paid a salary from public funds, it can be seen
that from information that has come to light
recently, this treachery continues unabated.

From information gleaned from letters and
articles in the press of that time on the break-up
of the United Kingdom, the majority of people
throughout the Kingdom were aghast at the
thought of such a prospect, including many in
what is now the Irish Republic.

With the resultant uproar with the passing of the
Irish Bill in 1922, the electorate were thrown a
few crumbs of comfort in that Ulster would be
separated off from the rest of Ireland and retain
its links to the UK with its own parliament as
well as being under the Westminster Parliament.
However, the Ulster created was an artificial
entity as it was made up of only 6 counties
instead of the 9 comprising true Ulster.

The people, as is always the case, have to be
given a “bogeyman”, in this case Roman
Catholicism’s antagonism towards Protestantism
and vice versa as a reason for the partition while
the real enemy, in this case the Khazars, who are
really behind the mayhem, remain unseen! They
do however, leave their signature, in this case,
the number 6, six counties and the so-called 6
pointed star of David or hexagram; hexa of
course being derived from the German word for
witch, which tells us all we need to know!

The people of Northern Ireland by linking
themselves to that pariah state in the Middle East
known in Scripture as the Abomination of
Desolation by pinning its emblem to their flag,
have brought upon their heads the judgment of
Yahweh by associating with his enemy. The
blind sheep have failed to recognise the enemy
within!

Reiterated below is a list of reports pointing to
the on-going treachery gleaned from various
sources that is destroying not only Ireland but
the UK as well including all the other Israelite
nations. In Europe and elsewhere.

Most Terrorists Work For The Security
Services

Lord Stevens, a former UK police chief, is
quoted as saying that only three out of 210
terrorist suspects he arrested in a probe in
Northern Ireland were not working for either the
police, the security service MI5 or the UK Army.

On 21 December 2011, we learn that the IRA
was run by the UK security services.

According to a 24-page document, written by
UK intelligence officer Ian Hurst:
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1.  Half of all the senior IRA members were
working for the UK intelligence services

2. Freddie Scappaticci, the IRA's head of internal
security, the agent known as Stakeknife, worked
for British intelligence.

3. Lord Stevens told Hurst that of 210 terrorist
suspects he arrested, only three were not security
force agents.

4. MI5 had a network of agents within the Garda,
the Irish police force.

From 1982-1990, Ian Hurst (aka Martin Ingram)
was in Londonderry handling agents like Frank
Hegarty, an IRA quartermaster later murdered
for betraying a cache of Libyan weapons.

Ian Hurst has claimed that Martin McGuinness
reported to MI6.

Richard M Bennett, in Asia Times, June 2003,
made the following points about the UK security
services and assassinations:

1. In the early 1970s Rafael Eitan, head of the
Mossad hit-squad known as the 'Kidon', toured
Northern Ireland and the Special Air Services
(SAS) base in Hereford, England.

Shortly after his visit there were big changes in
UK security policy, including the setting up of
what was to become the Force Reconnaissance
Unit (FRU).

The FRU was involved in the targeting of Irish
Republicans for assassination by death squads.

The FRU may have been involved in the de
Menezes killing.

2. In 1988, three Irish Republican Army (IRA)
members were killed in Gibraltar by the SAS
(UK special forces).

Reportedly, it was Mossad who had tracked the
IRA men.

3.  In 1972, John Wyman of MI6 recruited the
Littlejohn brothers to carry out bank robberies
and bomb attacks in the Republic of Ireland.

Wyman said to them that there was "going to be

a policy of political assassination" for which they
were to make themselves available.

Wyman gave the Littlejohns a list of IRA leaders
to assassinate; these included Seamus Costello,
Sean Qarland and Sean McStiofain.

In the USA, in November 1982, five men were
acquitted of smuggling arms to the IRA after
they revealed that the CIA had approved the
shipment.

There is a theory that many of the Irish terror
groups were Mafias run by elements of the CIA
and MI6.

It was all about making money from drugs and
guns, and discrediting the Republican
movement.

Kevin Fulton, a former British soldier claimed
that he had flown to New York, met FBI and
MI5 agents and was given money to buy an
infra-red device to be used to set off IRA bombs.

According to one source: "the Real IRA has in
the past been exposed as being run by MI5
agents, as was the case in the Omagh
bombing, and it appears that the British officials
are keen to continue keeping people in fear
through this same control mechanism."

Former British spy Kevin Fulton reported that
"the real reason why the Real IRA murderers
who planted the bomb at Omagh, have never
been taken to court or their cases investigated -
it is because the actual bomber, Sean Hoey, was
also working for the RUC (the police)".

"In 2006, the Guardian reported that, two British
agents were central to the bombings of three
army border installations in 1990, the claims
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included tactics known as the human bomb,
which involved forcing civilians to drive
vehicles laden with explosives into army
checkpoints, this tactic was the brainchild of
British intelligence.

"In 2006, it was also revealed that, a former
British Army mole in the IRA has claimed that
MI5 arranged a weapons buying trip to America
in which he obtained detonators, later used by
terrorists to murder soldiers and police officers,
and British intelligence co-operated with the
FBI, to ensure his trip to New York in the 1990s
went ahead without incident, so that his cover
would not be blown."

The UK's General Frank Kitson refers to the
'pseudo gang'.

The pseudo gang works for the military but
pretends to be a bunch of terrorists.

The idea of the 'pseudo gang' is to carry out acts
of violence which can then be blamed on the
people that the military wants to discredit.
Pseudo gangs have been used in Vietnam, Italy,
Turkey, Belgium, the Philippines, Kenya,
Malaya, Northern Ireland, Iraq, New York and
many other places.

Gerry Adams of MI6?

Martin McGuinness of MI6

The End - OS20922

Who Were The Illyrics, Rhaetians & Bajuvarians?
From Our Swiss Correspondent

Andreas Hofer
(left) was a
c h a r i s m a t i c ,

popular innkeeper and
leader who led the
Tyrolean militiamen to
five military victories
over Napoleonic French
occupation forces under
Gen. Brisson in 1809. A
deeply religious man,
Hofer was famous for

his remark to the troops: “You’ve been to Mass;
you’ve had a schnapps; now forward in the name
of God!” He was finally betrayed and executed
at Mantua on February 20, 1810.

The Rhaetians, still prominent today in
Switzerland and South Tyrol, are a people of
debated origins, probably Romanized Gauls. The
many mountainous valleys of Rhaetia (today’s
Graubuen den/Grisons) near the sources of the
Rhine and the Inn were conquered in 15 B.C. by
the Romans, and this resulted in the latinization
of the original inhabitants. The isolation of the
numerous valleys later led to the development
of at least five distinguishable subdialects—a
unique linguistic phenomenon in such a small
area with no major cultural and commercial
centre. Efforts such as the creation of a single
written language known as Rumantsch Grischun
have been made to try to stop the erosion process
due to migration and tourism. Romansh consists

of two main dialects which, though partaking
both of the above general name, differ so widely
as to constitute virtually two distinct languages.
Books are printed in both of them; and each,
though it be universally understood in its
respective district, is subdivided into almost as
many secondary dialects as there are villages in
which it is spoken. One of the main dialects,
which is spoken in the Engadine, a valley
extending from the source of the Inn to the
frontiers of the Tyrolese, is called “Ladin” by
the inhabitants.

It admits of some variation, even in the books,
according as they are printed either in the upper
or the lower part of this province. A Bible has
been printed in the dialect of the Lower
Engadine; which, however, is perfectly
understood in the upper part of that province,
where they use no other version. The other
dialect, which is the language of the Gray, or
Upper League, is distinguished from the former
by the name of “Cialover.” In the very centre,
and most inaccessible parts of this latter district,
there are some villages situated in the narrow
valleys, called Rheinwald, Cepina etc, in which
still a third language is spoken, more similar to
the German than to either of the above idioms,
although they be neither contiguous, nor have
any great intercourse with the parts where the
German is used, oddly enough.
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The Illyric branch of Indo-European is today a
single language branch. Only Albanian (called
Shqip by its speakers) belongs to this branch.
There are two dialects that have been diverging
for 1,000 years. They are mostly mutually
intelligible. Geg is spoken in the north of Albania
and Kosovo. Tosk is spoken in southern Albania
and northwest Greece. Dacian (or Daco-Mysian)
and Illyrian are extinct languages from this
branch.

The Germanic name of the Bajuvarian tribe was
Baiwarjoz (meaning “They Were in Bohemia”).
This Germanic tribe lived in Bohemia for a long
time and migrated to Bavaria in the 6th century
A.D., where they merged with the Marcoman
nians or Markamannoz (“Border-men”), who
were a part of the Swabians.

The End OS

Warts And All
John Trotter (Winmalee)

Bible reference Isaiah 42:18-25

The heading of this article is a distorted
brief quote from one of Oliver
Cromwell's collection. Following is the

actual quote: “Mr Lely, I desire that you would
use all your skill to paint your picture truly like
me, and not flatter me at all; but remark all these
roughness, pimples, warts, and everything as you
can see. Otherwise, I will never pay a farthing
for it”. Some thoughts expressed in this article
might offend some who find it difficult to look
inwardly at the national affairs of the Western
Nations. The issues that are raised are very
complex and cannot be fully explained in such
a short article.

I am ever thankful for my introduction at a very
early age to the British Israel message.

Nevertheless it has become obvious during
recent decades that the blessings and better
qualities of the Anglo-Saxon-Celtic peoples
(Western Nations) have been mostly mentioned
and that of the curses have been to a great extent
pushed to the side. There has been a tendency to
blame other nations and their leaders and not to
highlight the inadequacies of our own people.

As nothing really changes in history it soon
becomes obvious that the curses that come from
disobedience, as expressed in the Old Testament,
have been gaining great momentum towards a
climax in the very near future. The effect of the
curses did not begin in the 1970’s but rather due
largely to the disinterested masses, the tares in
the wheat became well entrenched even during
the latter period of the C19th.

Our inability as Western Nations to openly admit
our faults and our grovelling before other nations
has resulted in a lack of respect from others .As
a result we have become the "tail and not the
head" (Deuteronomy. 28:44). We have fallen for
the political correct view that a level playing
field is required, if we are to achieve certain
standards of quality. We are cringing our way
into the affairs of international diplomacy. This
is not God's way as shown by His special
concern for both His wife and servant.

By replacing the Kingdom Message with the
view that personal salvation is to “just love Jesus
and do good works”, we have removed the whole
issue of the National Message. The belief in
Replacement Theology, which goes back to the
first 2 to 3 centuries of Church History, has also
played part in not only doing away with true
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Israel but has also helped to devalue the purpose
of the Laws that God gave to Israel. It is true that
some might refer to the Ten Commandments but
this is done in such a way that it would sound as
though these were the only laws that God gave
to Israel for her to obey, so as she would be an
example to the rest of the world. The debt laws
including a correct understanding of tithing and
freewill offerings are overlooked. The above
means, in conjunction with the post-millennial
interpretation of last day events have helped to
spiritualise so much of Scripture that according
to the churches our only hope lies in some
ethereal heaven where we walk on streets of
imaginary gold. These views are running a close
parallel to the views of John Lennon when he
talks about peace and love especially with his
evil song, “Imagine”. Even the Parables have
been reduced to a personal level. They are
Parables of the Kingdom, which includes the
King Himself, the people (Israel), the whole Law
of God (except those laws done away at the
Cross) and the land (that was appointed). It is
necessary to say that Jesus Christ is to be our
Saviour and Redeemer but within the context of
the National Message.

The leaders of the Western Nations, whether
they be sheep or goats, have concealed their
intent by appearing to be well groomed in dress
and education. By attending the universities of
Oxford, Cambridge, Harvard and Yale and
expressing some ecumenical belief , they have
deceived the people with their wisdom. As
Micah 6:12 says: "For the rich men thereof are
full of violence and the inhabitants thereof have
spoken lies, and their tongue is deceitful in their
mouth". An example of the deceit is shown at
the funeral of John Maynard Keynes who died
in 1946. One of the readings was from Pilgrim's
Progress and a Memorial Service was approved
at Westminster Abbey. The absolute depravity
of this man is shown in the book “Keynes at
Harvard: Economic Deception as a Political
Credo” by Z. Dobbs. Yet the basis of Western
Economics is based upon the beliefs of this man
"who crept unawares". Even President Nixon
declared that we are all now Keynesian. The
moral depravity of many leaders is considered a
personal issue, whilst their economic and
political objectives are shrouded in Fabian
mystery. Consensus is one of their games.

The Royal Families of Europe and especially of
England have not in my mind the courage and

tenacity to speak out as
Queen Elizabeth 1 did
during her reign. Some
might say that history
has moved on , but the
fact is , the issues are of
greater importance
today. There is
therefore greater need
to stand apart. Prince
Charles has for some

time been involved in ecumenical proceedings
to re-join with Rome. The Queen herself should
never have presented herself in black to Pope
John II at the Vatican in 2000. Protocol has
nothing to do with it. As some have suggested
the Church of England never came out far
enough from Rome. The warnings of Bishop J.
C. Ryle (above) and those of C. H. Spurgeon
have not been heeded. As usual God always has
His witnesses in the form of a remnant.

It has been assumed by many faithful in the past
that just because nearly 100% of missionary
effort came from the Anglo-Saxon-Celtic people
that everything was in good hands. For a long
time whilst the symbols of St George, St Andrew
and St Patrick flew over the harbours of the
world we thought we would be safe from a Gulag
tyranny. Where once England ruled the waves,
the undercurrent of the tares has caused England
to waive the rules. There are a number of other
examples that have given the West a false sense
of security. With the good came the evil. This is
a parallel with the “tree of knowledge of GOOD
AND EVIL”. The evil is almost a perfect forgery
of the good and as a result the fulfilment of Isaiah
5:20 has come to fruition, even within the British
Empire that was to last a thousand years. A lot
more could be said but I believe you understand
what I am saying.

But all is not lost, even with a servant who is
both blind and deaf. This servant is both blind
and deaf in relation to her identity and to the fact
that the warnings provided by the remnant have
not been heeded. Yet with these faults this
servant is considered "perfect". The word perfect
(Strongs 7999) according to Thayer has a
reference to a Covenant of Peace. This covenant
is mentioned in Isaiah 54:10 and in Malachi 2:5.
Isaiah 54:10 is to be seen in the context of the
comfort and gracious promises that God is to
show Israel. In effect this blind and deaf servant
is unaware of the Covenant of Peace and the fact
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that we can be made “perfect” through the blood
of the everlasting covenant (Hebrews 13:20-21).

The few details provided in Isaiah 42:22-23
describes the present condition of the Anglo-
Saxon-Celtic peoples. In summary , verse 24
provides the reason why Israel was cast into
captivity; namely for not following His ways and
His laws. But it is in verse 24 we read how God's
methods of dealing with Israel's sins is so
different to our thoughts and ways (Isaiah 55:8).
It was the Lord Himself that gave Jacob for a
spoil and Israel to the robbers . Yet as shown in
Jeremiah 2:30 ,5:3; and Zephaniah 3:7, Israel
continued to despise her correction. 2 Chronicles
36:16 expresses the conditions of today when it
says: “but they mocked the messengers of God
and despised His words, and misused His
prophets, until the wrath of the Lord arose
against His people, till there was no remedy”.

When one looks at the state of the world, can
anyone find a remedy?

As a people we are to be brought to our knees
and humbled. Isaiah 2:11 provides a wonderful
prophecy when it says: "The lofty looks of man
shall be humbled and the haughtiness of men
shall be bowed down and the LORD ALONE
SHALL BE EXALTED IN THAT DAY". (Read
Isaiah 5:15-16).The humbling of Israel will bring
about the exaltation of God alone. It is when we
look upon our warts in the presence of Him who
will reign upon the earth with authority, that we
will not only realise who created Jacob and
formed Israel, but our blindness and deafness
will be healed. O ISRAEL: FEAR NOT FOR I
HAVE REDEEMED THE;I HAVE CALLED
THEE BY THY NAME; THOU ART MINE
(Isaiah 43:1).
                         End OS20952

Letters  And Views
Sir,

6-6-6 + 6

At 0600 hours on the
6th day of the 6th
month, the invasion
of Europe began
along a 6 mile front.
Now, 66 years after
our “liberation from

Nazism,” we can see the result in the
predicament of the “sons of Europe” throughout
the world. DAVID Q Via E-mail

[Ed, This E-mail was received in Nov. 2011,
but due space limitations it was not possible
to print it then - hence the reference to 66
years after which would be correct then]

Sir,

Courts of “Law” and Order

Some 40 or so years ago I was summoned to
court to give evidence. I took the witness stand
and a very attractive young lady handed me the
closed Scriptures and perched the cardboard
notice with the words written on it they wanted
me to say, in front of my eyes. Instead, I opened
the Bible at Matthew chapter 5 and read out,
clearly in court, verses 33 to 37 “swear not at all
– these cometh of evil.

I could say that the young lady looked very
thoughtful– she was a Christian, but had never
connected what she had been trained to do and
was doing on behalf of the court. I had the great
privilege and pleasure of enlightening her
regarding the court oath.

Meanwhile, the old judge on the bench looked
very angry, but could say nothing. I can assure
all your readers Sir, that “slime in court” in these
circumstances is extremely, nay, and, I might
say, exceedingly beautiful.

All Christians in the witness box must do
likewise, to prove they are Christian. For the
Lords orders must be obeyed. Yours truly, An
Ancient Mariner.
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Saturday nights, 8 ET (Sunday 1am BST)
www.talkshoe.com/tc/21924

The Voice of Christian Israel, Sundays, Noon ET (5 pm
BST)

A wide range of Literature and rare
book reprints in hard copy, reasonably
priced, now available from the Christ's

Assembly web site:
http://christsassembly.com/literature.htm

TalkShoe
The Kingdom Message

Rev. Stephen Michael
Saturdays 10am (est) 3pm (gmt)

http://www.talkshoe.com/talkshoe/web/talkCas
t.jsp?masterId=73940&cmd=tc

Christian Identity Radio Broadcasts

1
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The Christian Defence
League

New Christian Crusade Church
PO Box 25

Mandeville, LA 70470. USA.
Tel. No. +1 6017498565

The Chronicles Of The
Migrations Of The

Twelve Tribes Of Israel
From The Caucasus

Mountains Into Europe
By

Pastor Eli James

The above PowerPoint presentation is
available at Pastor Eli’s website:

www.anglo-saxonisrael.com

Parts 1 - 6 plus a short introduction
can now be viewed or downloaded -
the latest addition part 6  covers the

German people in relation to the
migrations of the Tribes of Israel.

The New Ensign
Can be contacted

by e-mail
thenewensign@gmail.com

Previous Issues
are archived at

newensign.christsassembly.com

GERMANY’S OWN
IDENTITY MAGAZINE

CONTACT

pia-6@t-online.de

Lawful Rebellion
Meetings

Reclaim Our Sovereignty
For Further Information

Contact Details Below

7 Holland Road

Wallasey
Wirral

CH45 7QZ

Telephone 07813 529 383

Emailinfo@thebcgroup.org.uk

Announcements


